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Where
dreams
are made
From the green pastures of Cambridge to a
manufacturing dynasty in China, Zuru
Toys is out to become an innovative
billion-dollar company.Alexander Speirs
meets the successful Mowbray family

continued on D11

Z uru Toys chief financial
officer Anna Mowbray is
ever-confident: “We’re going
tobeabillion-dollar company

in the next five to 10 years, without
a doubt.”

It’s an extremely impressive target
on top of the strong growth Zuru has
already sustained. After Zuru shifted
its business from the Waikato to
southern China, the company
reached US$55 million turnover in
2013 and $US100 million last year.

It’s been a family business from the
outset. Eldest brother Mat founded
the business and is the chief execu-
tive; Nick is director and president;
and sister Anna rounds out the senior
management team as the finance
guru and chief operations officer.

The Mowbrays, who grew up in
Cambridge, have resisted seekingout-
side capital and investment, opting
for an organic growth strategy that
kept the company in family hands.
Its growth rate has been kept in check
and is manageable.

“We will continue to grow intern-
ally – although it’s not all about the
money for us, it’s about achieving that
next goal. At the moment, we’re con-
tinuing to focus on toys and inno-
vating, but we’ll be looking to diver-
sify outside of toys and expand the
business.”

ThoughMowbraydeclined tooffer
much of a hint aboutwhat thatwould
entail, Zuru has been working on a
number of “big projects”. She says “we
have spread ourselves thin enough
for now.”

The idea of a billion-dollar com-
pany is a far cry from the Zuru that
entered China with little more than

a good idea and some rawdetermina-
tion back in 2005. The company’s first
toy was a miniature hot air balloon
that Mat invented, winning the New
Zealand Science Fair in 1993.

Zuru moved quickly into commer-
cialising the product, enlisting friends
and family to manufacture the
balloons from plastic bags, Coca-Cola
cans andhand-bentwire in the family
garage.

Sales for that product continued to
grow, prompting Mat to leave uni-
versity and concentrate solely on the
business.

When sales surpassed 10,000
units, expansion became inevitable.
Instead of expanding in New Zealand
or outsourcing internationally, Mat
and Nick jumped on a plane to
Guangzhou.

With little knowledge of the Chin-
ese business environment or the
highly competitive international toy
market theywereattempting tobreak
into, it was a case of trial and error.
It began with the pair sleeping in the
bushes outside Guangzhou airport
when they first arrived — a tale they
both proudly recount.

Once they found their feet, Zuru
quicklywent fromsuccess to success.
The company diversified its product
offerings, and expanded from the
single injection mould and limited
factory spacewith each new success-
ful launch.

Rapid growth began when Zuru
debuted Robofish, an electromag-
netic robotic fish which swims in
water. The product was a best seller
worldwide, even knocking off Lego as

Language teaching out of kilter with trade
Thenumber ofNewZealanders learn-
ing Chinese and other Asian lan-
guages does not reflect the country’s
economic and trading reality in 2015,
a new report has revealed.

China, along with Australia, is now
New Zealand’s largest merchandise
trading partner.

China is also the second biggest
source for tourists and sends the
largest number of international
students to New Zealand, particularly
Auckland.

The New Zealand China Council
report, titled Crisis of Complacency,
reveals just two students are learning
Chinese for every $1 million of New
Zealand exports to China (totalling
more than $10 billion annually) —
compared with 63 for French, 31 for
Spanish, 17 for German and 10 for
Japanese.

Japan and Korea are also among
New Zealand’s top five trading part-
ners and the number of students
learning their languages are low

compared with the other interna-
tional languages.

Pat English, executive director of
NZ China Council, says New Zealand
must increase thenumberof students
learning Chinese at the post-primary
level.

“If we remain complacent, we risk
the opportunity to build on our suc-
cessful bilateral trade, tourism and
education linkages. We also risk the
opportunity to equip future genera-
tions of New Zealanders to make the

most of our economic relationship
with China,” he says.

Mr English has called for a review
of language studies in New Zealand,
saying “we are not linking our invest-
ment in language to our cultural and
economic needs”.

He believes a component of the
review should be needs based —
“there is potentially an economic re-
turn for the investment by way of
future employment”.

Meanwhile, the Government

established a $10 million contestable
fund late last year to support teaching
of Mandarin Chinese, Japanese and
Korean in state and state-integrated
schools.

The fund encourages greater col-
laboration among schools in partner-
ship with external Asian language
and cultural organisations. The
second round of funding for teaching
any Asian language opens in August.
● Crisis of Complacency: full story
on D20

An innovative approach

continued on D2

The writing is on the wall: a mural at Seeed Studio in Shenzhen. Picture / Alexander Speirs

Weneed to stay in touchwith changes in China writes Tim Groser

China’s rapid growth provides many
opportunities for New Zealand and
New Zealand businesses.

Our trade profile shows we’ve
grasped these opportunities in a way
we should be proud of. But to be truly
successful in China, innovation is vital.

China is showing increasing interest
in higher-value products and services.
In May last year, President Xi Jinping
tasked Shanghai with accelerating its
science and innovation development

in order to build the city into a global
science hub. This will build on already
high research and development spend-
ing (over $16.5 billion in 2013). Of course
this push for innovation is not limited
to Shanghai — outside the cities, the
Government is encouraging greater ef-
ficiency in the agricultural sector, pre-
senting many opportunities for New
Zealand and China to work together.

We have much to offer in this area,
from animal health and dairy farmer

training programmes (agreed during
President Xi’s visit to New Zealand in
November last year), to Fonterra’s in-
vestment in China through large-scale
dairy farms and its recent purchase of
a near-20 per cent stake in the Chinese
infant formula maker Beingmate.

But we mustn’t limit our thinking to
agriculture. New Zealanders are an
innovative bunch across all sorts of

On the road in China

HeraldBusiness Editor LiamDann
(left) and journalistAlexander Speirs
(far right) both travelled toChina
recently to lookat thechanges in the
country’s economic focusand its
desire to transform itself intoan
international innovationhub.

● LiamDannD5
● Alexander SpeirsD6-12
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New normal and new opportunities
New Zealand is well placed to reap the benefits of an ongoing relationship, says ambassadorWang Lutong

Ambassador Wang Lutong

This new normal of the
Chinese economywill
continue to bringmore
opportunities of trade,

growth, investment and
cooperation for other
countries in Asia and

beyond.
President Xi Jinping

C hina is the largest trading
partner of New Zealand and
more than 120 other
countries. As the Chinese

economy enters a state of “new nor-
mal” it draws worldwide interest and
attention.

China has shifted to a new normal
of economic development as the old
model of credit and investment-led
pattern of growth is no longer
sustainable. It is shifting gear from
high speed to medium-to-high speed
growth; from an extensivemodel that
emphasised scale and speed to a
more intensive one emphasising
quality andefficiency; and frombeing
driven by investment in production
factors to being driven by innovation.

As the economycontinues to grow
in size and in resilience — 7 per cent
in 2015 — the momentum it generates
will be larger than the double-digit
growth in previous years.

Comprehensively deepening re-
form and structural adjustment is
underway. China is streamlining gov-
ernment administration and
mandating more power to lower-
level governments to remove
roadblocks and boost market vitality.
It is also accelerating reforms of price,
of the fiscal and tax systems, and of
state-owned enterprises.

With the view to upgrading itself
from a manufacturer of quantity to
one of quality, China is implementing
such strategies as “Made in China
2025”, “Internet Plus“, the Silk Road
Economic Belt and the 21st Century

Maritime Silk Road, seeking
innovation-driven development, ex-
tensively applying information and
smart technologies, and launching
major projects on high-end equip-
ment, information networks, inte-
grated circuits, new energy and new
materials.

As envisioned by a World Bank
report, with its change of growth
strategy and adaptation to new
challenges, China is well positioned
to become a modern, harmonious
and creative high-income society by
2030.

As President Xi Jinping noted on

the annual Boao Forum for Asia a few
days ago, “this new normal of the
Chinese economy will continue to
bring more opportunities of trade,
growth, investment and co-operation
for other countries in Asia and be-
yond.”

In this intertwined world, the old
practice of “going it alone“and the
mentality of “the winner takes all” is
no choice for China.

The impact of the global financial
crisis has not yet subsided. Primary
factors impacting on global demand
include the large number of develop-
ing countries that have not fully
realised their economic potential,
which has led to unbalanced regional
development and a widening gap
between rich and poor.

Those are the context for the “Belt
and Road” initiative. The vision and
action paper of the initiative has been
developed. Substantive progress has
been made in the establishment of
the Asian Infrastructure Investment
Bank. The Silk Road Fund has been
launched. Constructions of a number
of infrastructure connectivity pro-
jects are moving forward.

Being the first developed nation to
join the AIIB as a founding member,
New Zealand is well-positioned for
the opportunity the “Belt and Road”
initiative will bring.

Thanks to the successful im-
plementation of the China-New Zea-
landFreeTradeAgreement, thevalue
of two-way trade is more than NZ$50
million a day. China’s speeding up of

a new type of industrialisation, IT
application, urbanisation, agricultural
modernisation and green growth, its
US$10 trillion import of goods,
US$500 billion outbound investment
and 500million overseas visits in the
coming five years will create broader
converging interest.

One of the agreements reached
during President Xi Jinping’s visit to
New Zealand last November was to
take positive measures to constantly
promote bilateral economic and
trade relations to a new level and
ensure that the FTA remains relevant
and current — that is to upgrade the
FTA.

Trade Minister Tim Groser’s visit
to Beijing and the sixth Meeting of
China-New Zealand FTA Joint Com-
mission in Wellington last month
kicked off initial discussions regard-
ing negotiations to upgrade the FTA.

The China-New Zealand FTA was
the first signed between China and
developed countries. It’s now the first
one to be upgraded. An already-very-
high-standard FTA, the Most Fav-
oured Nation (MFN) status means
New Zealand gains the benefit of
commitments China makes in future
FTAs that are more liberal than those
in the NZ-China FTA.

Greater opportunities lie ahead for
co-operation in goods and services,
finance and investment, as well as
people-to-people exchanges, to
deepen our comprehensive strategic
partnership. As for predictions? Why
not let the future tell us.

China Business: ■ NZ a top-5 study destination for Chinese students ■ Innovation a priority in China’s future

continued from D1

Innovative approach to relations with China

Trade Minister
Tim Groser says
we need to be
prepared for the
fast-changing
nature of China.

sectors. The purchase of Fisher and
Paykel Appliances by Chinese com-
pany Haier shows how valued Kiwi
ingenuity is. And on my recent trip
to China I had the pleasure of opening
Zealong Tea’s flagship store in Beijing.

Zealong Tea grows premium
oolong tea on their Hamilton-based
estate, then sells it to the world’s
leading tea producer, which shows
what can be achieved by thinking
outside the box.

I also opened the 25th Esquires
coffee store in China. The brand in
China is owned by New Zealand
company Cooks Global Foods. The
company is aiming tohave 300 stores
in China by 2020. The Esquires brand
is strengthened by New Zealand’s
reputation for fresh, high-quality pro-
duce, and our well-known café cul-
ture. It also benefits directly from the
NZ-China free trade agreement,
which sees coffee beans roasted here
entering China tariff free.

China’s drive to innovate has seen
it look to New Zealand’s education
system, thanks to our emphasis on
encouraging creativity and fresh
thinking. There are around 25,000
Chinese students studying in New
Zealand schools, universities and
institutions and a recent survey
placed New Zealandin the top five
preferred overseas study
destinations for China’s wealthy
middle class.

The Government has shown we
understand the need to be innovative
in our approach with China. This is
demonstrated by the “four firsts”: the
first country to conclude negotiations
with China on its accession to the
World Trade Organisation, the first to
recognise China as a market econ-
omy, the first developed country to
enter into FTA negotiations, and the
first country to conclude a compre-
hensive FTAwith China. I know these
achievements sound more impress-
ive to bureaucrats than thepublic, but

they are significant achievements in
the international community and
continue to help drive our relation-
ship forward.

The free trade agreement signed
in 2008 has transformed our relation-
ship. Thanks to the improved access
to each other’s economies, two-way
trade has doubled and New Zealand
exports to China have more than
quadrupled. But some time has
passed since this agreement was
signed and China has now entered
into free trade agreements with a
number of other countries.

The Prime Minister and President

Xi agreed to look at upgrading the NZ-
China free trade agreement during
the President’s visit to New Zealand
in November last year. I visited China
inMarch this yearwhere ImetChina’s
Commerce Minister, Gao Hucheng,
and we agreed to a process to con-
sider upgrading the FTA. It is too early
to say what the result might be, but
it is another example of the strength
of our innovative and pioneering
relationship with China.

China is also becoming increa-
singly innovative in the international
sphere, most significantly through its
proposal to establish a new financial

institution in the region, the Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank
(AIIB). The bank aims to help address
the significant infrastructure deficit in
the region. China approached New
Zealand early asking whether we
would consider becoming a “prospec-
tive founding member”. We agreed —
the firstWesterndevelopedeconomy
to do so. This decision sits with our
history of “firsts” with China and it is
pleasing to note that many of our
friends have since joined the nego-
tiations to establish the bank.

We joined because the Asia region
is deeply important to our future, and

because current institutions are not
able to meet the region’s growing
needs. This is a historic endeavour —
the first significant addition to the
Bretton Woods multilateral institu-
tions formed in the aftermath of
World War II.

New Zealand is now working with
China and other prospective mem-
bers to frame up the bank; addressing
issues such as purpose, governance,
financial arrangements, voting rights
and investment safeguards. We have
somewayyet to go, butwe sharewith
China a desire to see a new bank
emerge which is fit for purpose, run
efficiently, governed well, and which
materially contributes to the sustain-
able economic development of the
region. If we can get it right, the bank
will be a new driver of growth in the
region that will benefit the New Zea-
land economy and all our exporters
who trade in this vibrant and import-
ant part of the world.

Innovation is a fitting theme for
this year’s China Business Report.

It is a key attribute for businesses
and the Government in their dealings
with China. But most importantly it
reflects the fast changing nature of
China and the Asia-Pacific region
more broadly, something we all need
to be prepared for.
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IN CHINA, KNOWING

YOUR FOOD
COMES FROM A

TRUSTED SOURCE
IS OF GREAT IMPORTANCE

INSIGHT #64

China’s urban consumers actively research the provenance of their food. Providing clear, accessible information on the origin and
safety standards used in the production of your food products is one of the keys to success.With over 48,000 staff in 33markets,
this is just one ofmany invaluable local insights ANZ is able to identify for our clients. Tofindout howyour business canbenefit

fromour international team’s knowledge andexpertise, call Brent Evans on092523113.

ANZ Bank New Zealand Limited.
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China Business: ■ China leadership setting pace for NZ ■ NZ must stay ahead of curve with China relationship
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Sage advice for small and
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Michael Barnett — D13
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Thoughtstarters: CEOs on China

Christopher Luxon — Air New Zealand
Big picture wise, it’s obvious the re-
lationship between China and New
Zealand is still in very good heart.

The danger, what we need to
watch out for, is that we don't want
to lose the notion of the “firsts” we
have achieved.

And we don’t want any slippage
or to move down the pecking order
with China.

We should be continuing to posi-
tion New Zealand as a petri dish for
the Chinese to gain experience work-
ing with Western economies that
have sufficient developed market
scope — but on a small scale.

We can play quite an important
role and position New Zealand very
positively. The question is about the
level of ambition. We’ve got this free

trade agreement. But now others are
going to have FTA agreements. So the
first mover advantage goes away
over time. So, what's the next first
mover advantage?

When we see a visa deal being
done between the US and China —
who arguably have more tension in
their relationship in some ways than
NewZealand— that is a real challenge
and something we should be on the
front foot with going after those
things as new ”firsts”.

We could be doing a lot more to
build Chinese language skills. I really
don’t understand how a country that
in the next 20-30 years thinks it's
going to becomean important trading
partner for China, and, already is —
doesn’t have a bigger drive around

being able to do business in China.
There’s lots of anecdotal evidence

that the quality of our Chinese teach-
ing is poor. When my generation
came through high school, Japanese
was the number one language we
were learning.

We need that same sort of focus
on the Chinese language.

I still think it is important to diver-
sify the China risk. We at Air New
Zealand are doing that purposefully
around the Pacific Rim, around the
Americas and Asia and Australasia.

But the move to the “new normal“
and a bigger middle-class in China,
will impact on tourism, and big num-
bers trickling through will have con-
sequences.
● Air NZ joint venture — D16

Theo Spierings — Fonterra
What always amazes me is that with
China — wherever the world is or
whatever issues they have to deal with
— the Chinese leadership is so strong
and thedevelopment is so fastwehave
to stay at China pace otherwisewe lose
relevance.

That is the most important message
and it’s most on my radar with all the
issues we face around the world in
markets.

With China you need to have a very
good relationship with Beijing — that
is very important. To have a strong
connection at the national level is the
key. But you also need something very
focused at regional levels.

Listen very carefully to what the
Chinese tell you. Listen very carefully
because theyhave avery clear agenda.

We can always choose to be part of
it or not. But we’d better be part of it.

If we don’t get China right, it is
difficult to operate from the South
Pacific and difficult to compete in the
rest of the world. So don’t talk to me
about spreading risk in New Zealand.

We need to do maybe two or three
things in themarket really well that are
connected to our DNA and thinking
and logistics and we need to forget
about the rest.

My concern is thatNewZealand and
Fonterra go fast enough. BecauseChina
moves on. China goes so fast.

The basket has to be attractive
enough to the Chinese. We should
potentially have more eggs in the
basket but we need to move and
develop with the Chinese and their

thinking. They are open for it. But we
are not knocking on the door.

Take Fonterra. We really did not
have a China strategy but we launched
one in line with the group strategy.
Now, three years down the road, we
sell four times the ingredients.Wehave
more than doubled food services. We
have launched Anmum and Anchor.
We are building our farms progress-
ively. We have formed partnerships
with Beingmate and Abbott.

That’s why the Chinese like us —
because we move with their thinking,
but at pace.

If commercial people — like Chris
and Iwith global footprints—don’t lead,
then it is difficult for the country. And
we need more “outside in” thinking.
● The right DNA — D14
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China Business: ■ Chinese household sector key to NZ export health ■ Chinese consumers reenergised

Confidence drives change
Karen Silk, Westpac General Manager, corporate and institutional

A s an exporting nation the
performance of our
economy is highly
dependent on those of

our trading partners as well as
outcomes of geopolitical change
such as that currently in play in
Europe. Both will heavily
influence competing supply,
demand and subsequent price for
the goods we export.

The ascent of China to the
number one destination for New
Zealand merchandise exports can
be attributed to growing demand
by Chinese consumers for high
quality protein goods, in turn

reflecting rising consumer
incomes and increasing
confidence. Likewise, the more
recent declines in the value and
volume of NZ soft commodity
exports were heavily influenced
by a decline Chinese consumer
confidence.

With scale of unprecedented
proportions, variation in Chinese
consumer appetite has the ability
to create volatility in revenue and
return for NZ business not
previously seen and therefore an
understanding of the mood of the
Chinese Consumer is critical. Until
recently there has been precious

little information available as a
predictor of Chinese Consumer
behaviour.

The Westpac Economics team
has addressed this informational
shortfall by teaming up with MNI
Indicators to produce the Westpac
MNI China Consumer Sentiment
Index. Each month we telephone
1000 ordinary Chinese people
across 30 cities and enquire about
their financial situation and
prospects.

The survey dates back to 2007
and has afforded us fantastic
insights some of which we share
below.

The worst appears to be over

Dominick Stephens Huw McKay

Following the pronounced pessimism that
dominatedmuch of 2014, this tilt towards amore
optimistic posture is exceedingly welcome. It is
too early, however, for China’s policymakers to

declare victory.

Chinawill play a huge part in our
economy in future, write
Dominick Stephens andHuw McKay

C hinese consumer sentiment
plunged in early 2014, and by
October was close to the
lowest levels seen in the his-

tory of the survey. That drop in
Chinese consumer sentiment was an
important leading indicator of
waning Australasian export
prospects.

New Zealand found that fewer
Chinese consumers were willing to
stretch to high-end food products
imported from distant lands. No-
where was this more evident than in
last year’s plunging prices for dairy
exports.

But other exporters are now begin-
ning to feel the pain. Notably, Chinese
demand for mutton is diminishing.
Australia was even more profoundly
affected. The slowing Chinese con-
struction sector reduced demand for
steel, which has flowed through to
lower prices for Australia’s key
exports, iron ore and coal.

New Zealand has felt the knock-on
effect of that Australian slowdown
via the super-strong New Zealand
dollar / Australian dollar exchange
rate, whichwill tax the tourism sector
among others.

We’ve also seen a surge on home-
ward bound Kiwis fleeing the weak
Australian economy.

After such a long period of pessi-
mism,wewelcomed the green shoots
of recovery that were evident in the
March instalment of theWestpacMNI
China Consumer Sentiment Index.
Chinese consumer confidence has
clearly been boosted by the central
bank’s decision to lower interest rates
in late February.

Chinese consumers have now re-
sponded in positive fashion to both
of the interest rate cuts delivered so
far in the current cycle. That under-
lines the fact that monetary policy
settings were overly restrictive in
2014, and that the progressive
unwinding of those settingswill bene-
fit the economy, to a degree, this year
and next.

While the Chinese economy’s
many structural challenges are a
genuine constraint on the long run
sustainable rate of growth, the survey
argues very strongly that policy re-
mains a potent force in the minds of
consumers.

Notably, easier policy settings,
with the promise of more to come,
seem to have out-weighed the low-
ering of the annual growth target in
the minds of consumers.

Looking at the results in more

detail, themajor impulse in themonth
of March was a steep uplift in both
current and expected family
finances. Current and forward-
looking assessments of business
conditions also increased, but less
dramatically so.

The consumers’ attitude towards
real estate was also more positive, on
balance, building on the modest
cumulative improvement since
November last year.

Following the pronounced pessi-
mism that dominated much of 2014,
this tilt towards a more optimistic

posture is exceedingly welcome. It is
too early, however, for China’s
policymakers todeclarevictory.Over
the full history of the survey, it has
sent decisive signals around cyclical
turning points that with hindsight
count as definitive. To our minds, the
jury is still out (and is probably order-
ing dinner).

Even so, the survey is clearly
indicating that the worst is passed. In
other words, further deterioration
from already straightened levels is
now unlikely. In sum, the trough for
confidence in this current cycle has

already been described: it is not a
prospective event.

Well-versed China watchers will
know that consumer confidence and
the state of the housing market are
difficult to separate. In this regard,
Chinese consumers are little different
to their Kiwi, Australian, British or
Korean counterparts (to name a few).
Ergo, the Westpac MNI survey
captures a wide range of attitudes to
the housing market.

The key to last year’s drop in
Chinese consumer confidence was
falling house prices.

Our reading of the current housing
situation, based on the latestWestpac
MNI survey with due deference paid
to the official data onprices, construc-
tion and turnover, is that the overall
market troughed in October of last
year. However, the improvement
since that time has been a) timid in
scale, b) geographically uneven, and
c) dramatically different from previ-
ous recovery phases that have been
characterised by rapid rebounds in
activity fuelled by very strong policy
multipliers.

Our forecast is that housing con-
struction activity will dig its way out
of negative annual growth territory
by the September quarter of this year,
and grow modestly thereafter. This
will help to stabilise the demand side
of the Chinese economy, with flow-
on benefits for New Zealand. We
remain comfortable with our forecast
for gradually rising dairy export
prices and modestly improving
conditions for other exporters to
China.

The intimate linkages between
consumers and the housing market
highlights that amore confident Chin-
ese household sector is a necessary
condition for a recovery in the near-
term fortunes of New Zealand’s soft
commodity industries. In the longer
term, the Chinese household sector
will be the major driver of New
Zealand’s services exports, with in-
ward tourism and higher education
topping the list.

Further, Chinese households will
become a major foreign investor in
our financial markets, as the inevit-
able deregulation of cross border
capital flows progressively gives this
group greater freedom to diversify
their portfolios.

Building a deep understanding of
the collective psyche of this group of
consumers is thus a basic require-
ment for developing a considered
view of New Zealand’s own short and
long term economic prospects.
● TheWestpacMNIChinaConsumer
Sentiment survey is releasedona
monthlybasis
● DominickStephens is chief
economist (NZ) andHuwMcKay is
senior international economist
(Sydney) forWestpac.
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China’s haunting ghost cities
The “if you build it, theywill come”mantra does not seem to beworking, writes business editor Liam Dann

Cranes working
on Tianjin’s new
financial district
tower above the
colonial
financial district
(above); Liam
Dann (right)
explains that
China’s
economy is
more growing
more bearish
than bullish.
Pictures / Pat English

China is a big place and
while some regions will
suffer in this period of

change others will
continue to grow.

B eware of anecdotes about
ghost cities, an economist
tells me in Beijing. China is
big and the forces at work

are of a scope not as easy to visualise
as the giant concrete and steel shells
that dot many urban sky lines.

It is sage advice.
Even forewarned, it is hard not to

be shocked by the scale of aban-
doned development when you visit
a second tier city like Tianjin — about
150km south of the Chinese capital.

In the centre of the city — which
has a population of 15 million and
boasts a commercial centre dating
back to the colonial era of the 19th
century — stand three monolithic
blocks of concrete and steel.

Typically, as is the case here, you’ll
still find plenty of new building going
on nearby. Central Tianjan has a flash
new financial centre in development.

The future of the three ghost
towers, who the owners are and why
they are left unfinished, seems to be
forgotten as the city forges on to new
and better things.

Cashflow, debt and a complicated
mix of local body politics all seem
play a role in the process of
abandoning the work. Empty, often
unfinished property developments
aren’t hard to find in China and have
fast become emblematic as growth
slows and the economy undergoes
one of the most dramatic transitions
in modern history.

The official line is a dramatic
slowdown in export, manufacturing,
and construction as the central Gov-
ernment looks to shift the economic
balance towards the service sector
and domestic consumption.

The building anecdotes get worse
as you head further out of town.

On the southern outskirts, in an
area destined to become a new
science and technology zone you can
count one block of about 25 high rise
towers — unfinished concrete and
steel.

The cranes appear to be long gone,
although once again, just a few hun-
dredmetres down the road, there are
several towering over what appears
to be a similar tower complex.

Keep driving a further 40 kilo-
metres and you’ll hit a staggeringly
ambitious development some have
described as the the ultimate monu-
ment to China’s property develop-
ment excesses. Modelled on the
Manhattan skyline, Yujiapu is a new
financial district being built from
scratch and due for completion in
2019. It is billed as covering a larger
area than the City of London and the
financial district of Manhattan.

In terms of “build it and they will
come” optimism it is certainly im-
pressive. But even if you take the
property anecdotes with a grain of
salt, economic data out of China has
been consistently coming in below
expectation for months.

It was clear from economists,
bankers and financial analysts I met
on my visit this month that the tone
of commentary on China’s transition
to a “new normal” is growing steadily
more bearish.

And it is hardly surprising that,
among the China bears, property is
often singled out as the most likely
cause of a more serious China crash.

In the West it is so often the case
that property — or lending-based
around property investment — is the
spark for a major market fire.

LastweekWesternmedia reported
the first-ever default by a major Chin-
ese developer — Kaisa Group
Holdings — as further evidence of an
impending crash.

It should come as no surprise that
Kaisa —which has missed $52 million
in interest payments — is embroiled
in an anti-corruption probe targeting
officials in the city of Shenzen.

Under Xi Jinping’s leadership ad-
dressing corruption has become a
key focus and is quite closely
entwined with the economic
rebalancing.

There is a view that corruption —
particularly at local government level
— has contributed to poor quality
infrastructure and investment. It has
become a serious risk factor for a
whole rangeof companies doingbusi-
ness in provincial China.

Many analysts, both Chinese and
Western, now believe that Beijing’s

biggest task to ensure the success of
the economic transition is to re-
establish control in the regions.

Standard & Poors has warned that
more property defaults cannot be
ruled out and few would disagree.

One Western property analyst I
spoke to in Shanghai, before theKaisa
news, told me he was surprised we
hadn’t seen a major developer go
under— despite that remained optim-
istic about the broader Chinese prop-
erty picture.

China is a big place andwhile some

regions will suffer in this period of
change others will continue to grow.

Underlyingurbanisation remains a
powerful trend. Only 53 per cent of
the population is urban, compared
with about 86 per cent in New Zea-
land. Migration to cities is still strong
with between 17 and 19millionpeople
making the move every year.

Perhaps the ghost towers will be
completed and filled in time.

Regardless, this slowdown is very
real and over the next few years may
well involve shocks that will rattle
Western markets and economies.

Whether they rattle the Chinese
establishment is another story
altogether.

For NewZealand businesses trying
to make sense of the increasingly
negative stream of economic China
news it is important to keep things
in perspective. This country is a small
player in a vast market.

Most of the thingsweexport— food
primarily — are on the right side of
the “new normal” policy equation.

The Chinese Governmentwants to
see wage growth, employment and
consumer consumption stay strong.

Secondly, a Western-style crash
may never come. This is a regime
with trillions of US dollars in
stimulatory firepower and the politi-
cal clout to regulate as and when it
needs to.

Theremay be slumps and defaults
and growth will slow, but it would be
brave to bet against the Chinese Gov-
ernment’s ability to maintain stability
as it goes through this transition to
a new normal.

● LiamDannhasbeen travelling in
Chinaas a recipient of theNewZealand
ChinaCouncilMediaAward.

China Business: ■ Over 600 more cities in China now than in 1949 ■ Chinese cities to house 1bn by 2030
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China Business: ■ China R & D spend to surpass that of the US & Europe

Alexander Speirs travelled to China to investigate the country’s
transformation from theworld’s factory into an innovation hub

Kicking off Chinese

continued on D7

:

China is putting its
moneywhere its

mouth is, as capital
continues to be

poured into
research and

development at a
national level.

“W e should follow
the strategy of
innovation as an
impetus for de-

velopment. Independent innovation
should be the essence of this strategy
and the most urgent thing to do is to
eliminate system and mechanism
[bureaucratic] obstacles, so as to free
up the huge potentials of science and
technology as the primary force of
productivity.”

Those were the words of Chinese
President Xi Jinping, who continues
to stress the importance of China’s
long-term ambition to become an
innovation-led economy and a world
leader in the development of science
and technology.

It follows from the plans started by
his predecessor Hu Jintao’s adminis-
tration. Back in 2006, China declared
openly its plan to become an “inno-
vative society” by the year 2020 and
a world leader in science and tech-
nology by 2050.

China, now the world’s largest eco-
nomy, has boomed and blossomed
before our eyes. The change over the
past 20 years goes beyond the facts
and figures that tell the story. It’s
written on the faces of everyday
Chinese – there’s a shift in attitude,
an increase in optimism and a search
for prosperity.

It’s comehand in handwith econo-
mic reform. China going out to the
world stimulated its growth and
increased wealth dramatically, but it
was far from a sustainable growth
story. During this period, China be-
came the largest exporter in theworld
– if you invented it, China could build
it, quickly, cheaply and efficiently.

But China was merely clipping the
ticket on production, rather than
reaping large-scale rewards from
those who developed ideas and led
thewaywith advances in science and
technology.

Now the economic growth story is
starting to change. As China enters a
“new normal” phase with predictably
slower growth rates, Beijing’s goal is
to stoke economic growth through
the twin engines of popular entrepre-
neurship and mass innovation, says
Premier Li Keqiang.

Recent years have seen the rise of
the likes of Alibaba (e-commerce) and
Sina (onlinemedia) from homegrown
success stories to legitimate internet
behemoths. They have listed on the
New York Stock Exchange. But as a
whole, innovation in China remains
too compartmentalised.

The real challenge is for China to
move from a society and economy
built on a platform of producing and
emulating the ideas of others to one
existing at the vanguard of new
science and technology.

China is putting its money where
its mouth is, as capital continues to
be poured into research and develop-
ment at a national level. China is well
on the way to its target of 2.5 per cent
of gross domestic product to be spent
on research by 2020.

Based on 2013 GDP figures, that
investment would be a staggering
US$231 billion at a timewhere the rest
of the world has been trending in the
opposite direction — thanks to claw-
backs necessitated by the Global Fin-
ancial Crisis. By the endof thedecade,
the OECDpredicts China’s R&D spend
will eclipse both United States and
European Union.

The Chinese Government is also
relaxing rules and red tape in aneffort
to improve theeaseof doingbusiness,
while rolling out incentives for busi-
ness development — such as provid-
ing seed capital, supporting entre-
preneurs and offering tax credits to
fledgling and established businesses.

There’s a long way to go, however.
The world’s biggest economy pres-
ently sits 29th on the Global Inno-
vation Index — an improvement on
35th last year, but still far back from
where it would like to be, particularly

with Hong Kong ranked number 10.
But while the shift from factories

to innovation is talked about in op-
timistic terms, the reality is that mass
manufacturing is no longer the cash
cow it oncewas for China and change
is more necessary than desirable.

The impact of the one-child policy
on labour force numbers and
urbanisation has seen the low-cost
manufacturing pool dwindle as
wages have risen. Southeast Asian
countries — such as Indonesia,
Vietnam and Cambodia — have be-
come more competitive and cost-
effective, encouraging major multi-
nationals to invest heavily there.

It’s part of a much bigger societal
shift under way in China: to create
an environment where innovation
can be fostered and entrepreneurs
churned out in a society that is
inherently risk-averse. It brings
together a number of threads – the
reforms will likely affect the every-
day life of regular Chinese people as
infrastructure, education, economic
policy and law are touched with the
same innovation brush.

As China moves away from mass
manufacturing and prioritises inno-
vation, New Zealand must figure out

how to capitalise on a rapidly chang-
ing environment. That will take a
rethink of the current strategy and
approach to China, butwith the depth
of the relationship and experience in
China, New Zealand is in the box seat
to carve out a lucrative niche.

Science and Innovation Minister,
Steven Joyce, acknowledges the
changing environment and agrees
that how New Zealand approaches it
will be crucial. “China is getting more
innovative, but by their own ad-
mission the Chinese would say
there’s still a way to run,” Joyce says.

“For New Zealand companies, the
accepted model is that we have a lot
of innovation and China has got a
massive population and distribution
channels — it’s a marriage made in
heaven. But actually, it’s important
that New Zealand companies ac-
knowledge the increasing levels of
innovation up there as well and be
open to marrying in to that.”

“Innovation is coming and fast.
There is a lot of money being poured
into research in China, and our chal-
lenge is to see how good are we at
partnering up with that and securing
a place for our companies and re-
searchers. I think it’s happening, but

we need to do more of it.”
Auckland-based incubator The

Icehouse has been attempting to
bridge thegapand increase collabora-
tion between New Zealand and Chin-
ese start-ups for a number of years.

Talks were held with Tsingshua
Technology Park in Beijing about the
prospect of a Kiwi Landing Pad ven-
ture based there, but nothing has yet
materialised.

Icehouse chief executive Andy
Hamilton confirmed talks were
ongoing, saying “we are looking to
host Tsingshua University Science
Park in New Zealand later in the year.
We were up there last year visiting,
and we continue to work with the
Head of the China Market Develop-
ment Hub, Tony Wei, and his team.”

Whether the Icehouse will be able
tomovebeyondproof of concept and
market validation with Tsingshua re-
mains to be seen.

Callaghan Innovation, however, is
developing its own international
strategy and last yearmetwith Torch,
effectively its Chinese counterpart
responsible for accelerating the
commercialisation of technology and
innovation in China.

With discussions at both ends, the
chances of new opportunities for
New Zealand start-ups and innova-
tors in China look positive – and it
could be private or government led.

During China’s economic coming-
out party over the past two decades,
a staple of the national growth strat-
egy has been developing infrastruc-
ture on the back of a construction
boom.

Innovation has been no exception.
Science and technology parks are a
key pillar of the national innovation
strategy and have been popping up
all over the country, on a scale that
few, if any, other countries could
hope to achieve.

The parks are designed to stimu-
late collaboration and innovation, at-
tract foreign businesses and capital,
and serve as hubs for integrated
economic development. In 2013,
these parks were home to nearly
72,000 companies – with that figure
certain to grow significantly.

The Herald visited Zhangjiang Hi-
Tech Park in Shanghai — one of the
largest in China and aptly dubbed
China’s Silicon Valley. When its next
expansion is completed, the park will
encompass nearly 80sq km— literally
the size of a city.

“Currently, we have more than
10,000 companies with offices in the
park, and GDP generated in 2014 was
3.2 trillion RMB (NZ$670 billion),” says
Fan Xi You, Deputy Section Chief of
Innovation Promotion Department at
Shanghai Zhangjian National Inno-
vation Demonstration Commission.

The park is already home to 300
Fortune 500 companies and has a
liaison office in Belgium to help at-
tract businesses from Europe, with a
second office planned for the US.

“Bringing international companies
here is one of the main strategies of
theShanghaimunicipal government,”
says Xi You.

Xi says more than 300 of the top
400multi-nationals in theworld have
set up their R&D centres in
Zhangjiang. ``All of the companies
that register with Zhangjiang and pay
their tax here are entitled to receive
full industrial support, so it can be
quite an attractive option.”

That support canextend tohelping
with labour issues, government
relations, construction and planning
management, as well as access to the
park’s own credit union.

The park also has strong links to
the innovation community at all
levels, including incubation centres
for domestic and foreign companies
helping to get new businesses and
ideas off the ground.

“The local government has a

AlexanderSpeirswasawarded
a travel grantby theAsiaNew
ZealandFoundation to study
China's innovation
developments.He received
travel assistance fromAirNew
ZealandandNZ Inc.
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programme which will give a certain
amount of money once a year for the
construction of platforms for any
incubator — this is general support,”
says Jian Lin, vice-general manager
of Tsingshua Business Innovator at
Tsingshua Science and Technology
Park.

“Local government will also open
a bidding process for incubators to
compete for funding with specific
purposes — as an example, for the
construction of laboratories or
special equipment. There are no ski
trips to Switzerland.”

An example of an incubator centre
is the University Students Venture
Park — a full-service business hub
designed to turn students ideas into
fully-fledged businesses.

It’s one of a large number of
ventures being supported by the gov-
ernment, and is a collaboration
between the Shanghai Science and
Technology Commission and the
Shanghai Education Commission.

General Manager of the University
Students Venture Park, He Xueqin,
says “incubation centres in different
areas will focus on different speci-
alties. Government, at different levels,
provides funding and policy support
to these centres, then professional
industrial parks, administrative
groups or agencies bid for the right
to provide services.”

It’s reminiscent of what New Zea-
land has been doing with outsourced
incubators and accelerators through
Callaghan Innovation — such as
Astrolab in Auckland — but the Chin-
ese scale is on another level.

The University Students Venture
Park has all the bells and whistles,
from 3D printers and motion capture
technology to state-of-the-art
classrooms and film studios. The cat-
egory of the idea isn’t important. The
focus is on the quality of the idea and
development of entrepreneurs.

Theventure park is home to a busi-
ness nursery, incubator and accelera-
tor, with a rigorous yet bespoke pro-
gramme that has seen 45 per cent of
projects successfully completed.

It’s a large component of a wide-
arching move to improve the crea-
tivity and business nous of the Chin-
ese. Entrepreneurs are assisted
through the development of their
business, offered classes and pro-
vided with support — whatever form
that may take.

The emphasis on post-graduate
skills and business training comes at
a time when China has been opening
up its education system, with a num-
ber of reforms and developments in
an attempt to be competitive at an
international level.

The primary issue, however, con-
tinues to be a focus on rote learning
and teach to the test, instead of a
holistic education incorporating
problem-solving and creativity. It’s a
problem the Chinese Government is
well aware of, and it is changing tack
on its medium and long-term educa-
tion reform platform.

One of the desired outcomes over
thenextdecade is “putting apremium
on integrating learningwith thinking.”

TheOutline of China’s National Plan
for Medium and Long-term Educa-
tional Reform and Development
(2010-2020) says: “We will advocate

teaching to be heuristic, exploratory,
discussion-based, and participatory,
and help students learn how to study.
We will stimulate students’ curiosity,
develop their interest and hobbies,
and foster a fine environment for
independent thinking, exploration
and innovation.”

China plans to install 3D printers
in all of its 400,000 plus primary
schools over the next two years. For
a country synonymous with mass
production and factory labour, auto-
mation and learning to work with
new technology is the way of the
future.

One major hurdle still to be over-
come is intellectual property (IP) law
in China, which has scared some
entrepreneurs and companies from
setting up shop due to fears of being
unable to enforce their property
rights and patents. Joyce says it’s a
problematic area still but that’s
maturing as well, and understanding
how to work with them is important.

China is taking the issue very
seriously, but it’s hardly a situation
that can be solved overnight.

The Standing Committee last year
approved a proposal to establish
three specialised intellectual prop-
erty courts, the culmination of nearly
20 years of discussions. They are in
Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou as
part of a three-year pilot programme
to determine the value and effect of
implementing a more rigorous IP
protection system.

It is hoped the courts will create
local expertise and facilitate a more
widespread rollout of IP to enable

Feet on the accelerator
Recentyearshaveseenan
explosionofbusiness incubators,
acceleratorsandstartupsupport
networksall over theworld.
Varying in scaleandexpertise,
their successhasbeenasvaried
as the startups theywerehelping.

Takinga ratherunique
approach to thenowburgeoning
market is Shenzhen-based
hardwareaccelerator,HAXLR8R.

FoundedbyCyril Ebersweiler
andSeanO’Sullivan in2011, the
programmehasnowhad fifty
companies takepart,withall but
onecontinuingasagoingconcern.

“When I started to invest in
hardwarecompanies, I hadahard
time figuringouthowpeople could
attempt to launchaproduct
withoutactually knowinghow it
couldbebuilt andmanufactured.
HAXLR8R isbuilt theotherway
around,”explainedEbersweiler.

“Since thebeginning the idea
was toactually create things from
here in Shenzhen, insteadof
creating somewhereelseand
cominghere tomanufacture,”

TheHAXLR8Rprogramme
takesplace twiceayear, following
anopencall for entrepreneurswith
conceptsor earlyprototypesof
newhardware.

Successful applicants travel to
Shenzhen,China for the first part
of the 111-dayprogramme.There,
theywork intenselywithadvisors,

manufacturersandmentors to
develop their prototypesandwork
onscaling their business.

Theprimarydriver though, is
gettingconnected inwithChina’s
supply chainsearly in theprocess
andworkingcloselywith
manufacturersduring the
developmentof their hardware.

HAXLR8Rprovide seedcapital
for all companieswhichare
accepted into theprogramme,
withanoptionofUS$25,000 for
a6per cent stake in their
company, ofUS$100,000 fora9
per cent stake.

“Whatwedo is takeour
companies fromprototype to
globalbusinesses. It’smore than
an investment focus,wewant to
takeourbusinesses through toa
stagewhere theycan launch their
productsandget to revenue” says
Ebersweiler.

Following thecompletionof the
Shenzhenportionof theprog-
ramme, all of thecompanies travel
toSanFrancisco forademons-
trationday–pitching toqualified
investorsandglobalmediaalike.

Graduatecompanieshave
collectivelyattracted tensof
millionsofdollarsof investment
throughprivate investmentand
crowdfunding,with3Dprinted
drones, smartphonepolaroid
camerasand “smart”adult toys
highlighting initial rounds.
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China Business: ■ Cameron Pace eyes partnership with Weta ■ China box-office take pushing US$5b

Partnership sees the future in 3D
During his visit to China,Alexander Speirs came across a Californian companywith a New Zealand
connectionworking hard to improve the quality of film production on themainland.

Alexander
Speirs (right) in
Tianjin with Al
Ross,
Counsellor,
Science &
Innovation, MB
and Gordon
Cheng, CEO
Cameron Pace
Group, China.

N estled in the middle of a
newly built but eerily
empty science park on the
outskirts of Tianjin is a

treasure trove of 3D technology and
innovation.

The project is a joint venture
between the Chinese Government
and Cameron Pace Group — founded
by film director James Cameron, who
lives in New Zealand, and cinema-
tographer Vince Pace. Cameron Pace
Group develops 3D technology,
aiming to improve the quality, sim-
plify its use and lower costs.

The Californian business, based in
Burbank, partnered the Chinese Gov-
ernment two years ago in an effort
to bring world-class 3D technology to
local filmmakers and cinemagoers.

The chief executive of the China
operation, Gordon Cheng, says the
joint venture is expanding the de-
ployment of top 3D technologies that
have been developed by Cameron
Paceover theyears, aswell asmoving
further into different fields across
film, television and gaming.

“Also, very importantly, we want
to bring high quality images in terms
of the techniques used in the film and
content making process in China.
There were over 700 films made in
China last year, but we think there
is a lot of room for improvement and
we want to bring the best techno-
logies — in this case 3D — to work in
China.”

China is on track to become the
world’s largest box office within the
next five years, after taking nearly

US$5 billion in receipts last year.
“Demand for 3Dcontent, in particu-

lar, is growing rapidly and China now
has the largest 3D audience in the
world,” says Cheng.

“Right now more than 70 per cent
of screens in China are 3D-capable
and we’re seeing more and more 3D
films coming out. We have an import-
ant role to make sure the quality is
up to standard, otherwise it actually
hurts the 3D industry. “This is what
we’ve seen in the United States over
the past three or four years. The

market has declined and a major
reason is the large number of poorly
made 3D films. It shouldn’t be a
gimmick, it should be immersive.”

With a growing appetite for 3D
content but a distinct lack of talent,
technology and knowhow, Chinawas
an opportunity for Cameron Pace to
take a foothold — and the Govern-
ment agreed. “The Government has
helped by partially funding the ven-
ture and of course in terms of getting
the approvals and certifications
required,” says Cheng. “The Govern-

ment is trying to achieve two things
with this venture. The first is to
promote the cultural and media
aspects of ChinaandTianjin.Wehope
to attract more talent to the industry,
and more filmmakers making high
quality 3D films.

“The second is to promote techno-
logies in the region — this area is
known for developing key compon-
ents for spacecraft, there’s clean tech-
nology, a super computer and com-
panies like Samsung doing their re-
search and development here.”

For Cameron Pace, R&D remains
based in the United States, but Cheng
says a shift towards China should be
on the cards in the future.

“The long-term vision of this joint
venture is that eventually we will do
more and more R&D in partnership
with our US-based team. What we
hope to do is combine so we can
jointly develop top quality, price ef-
ficient products — that’s how we
combine the best of both worlds.”

Cameron Pace has extended its
R&D from film and diversified into
television, advertising and gaming.
The company builds the technology,
often custom-made to suit the differ-
ent platforms.

In Tianjin, Cameron Pace demon-
strated some developments, showing
how the technology can work every-
where from sports sidelines to Cirque
du Soleil. The results, when done
properly, are stunning.

Cheng says he hopes the develop-
ment of techniques and technology
will not only benefit the film making
industry, but also the vast consumer
industry. But it’s clear that film re-
mains king at Cameron Pace.

And he hopes in the future his
company will have the opportunity
to partner with Wellington-based
Weta Workshop.

“We would like to build a platform
within China which comprises the
best players around the world, and
involves firms like Weta and other
top New Zealand technology com-
panies in the film making industry,”
he says.
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Alliance across the spectrum
The Huawei Spark innovation partnership
bears 700MHz fruit writes Bill Bennett

Themarket here is innovative
and New Zealand is ahead of the

curve.
JasonWu, Huawei

W hen Chinese Premier Xi
Jinping visited Auck-
land last November he
joined New Zealand PM

John Key to witness the signing of a
memorandum of understanding
between Huawei and Spark.

The agreement will see theworld’s
largest telecommunications equip-
ment company use its massive re-
searchanddevelopment resources to
tailor mobile technologies for the
New Zealand carrier.

Spark and Huawei were already
working together. In 2013 the two
formed a Joint Innovation Pro-
gramme, or JIP, which led to the
world’s first commercial trial of 4G,
fourth generation, mobile telecomm-
unications using the 700MHz spec-
trum.

Huawei CEO Jason Wu says the
memorandum of understanding will
help Spark catapult into the next
generation of mobile technology: 5G.

He says the first 700MHz site, in
the Waikato, was running almost im-
mediately and despite there being
almost no compatible equipment at
the time, they noticed it was being
used within weeks.

Since then Huawei has rolled out
700MHz sites for Spark in Auckland,
Wellington and Christchurch along
with many rural sites. It was a fast
rollout taking just six months.

Wu says the network already
covers most New Zealand customers.

Spark’s investment in 700MHz
spectrum band is strategic. When the
government auctioned the frequen-
cies freed up by switching off the
analogue television broadcast net-
work, Spark managed to win four of
the nine frequency blocks on sale.

It meant a huge investment, but
owning the lion’s share is potentially
lucrative. That’s because 4G is all
about data, unlike previous genera-
tions of mobile technology. Themore
frequencies a carrier owns, the more
data can be transmitted through the
airwaves at the same time. So a
carrier with more bandwidth can
offer customers faster mobile
broadband and that gives them a
competitive edge.

Wu says 700MHz is particularly
well suited to 4G. It is also easier for
carriers to use, it reaches further than
other frequencies and can mean
fewer sites are needed to provide the
same amount of coverage — that
makes it cost-effective for mobile
carriers.

David Havercroft, Chief Operating
Officer of Spark Connect says the
theory of 700MHz is all very good in
the physics laboratory, but things
change when you get out into the
field. “We had the bandwidth, but we
wanted to get the best out of it, that’s
where we joined with Huawei”.

One of the initiatives to come from
the Huawei-Spark JIP is carrier inte-
gration. This helps mobile companies
make better use of their radio spec-
trum investments. Itmeans Spark can
bundle together all its 700MHz spec-
trum along with its holdings in other
frequency bands, including 1800MHz
and 2600MHz.

“We wanted to bring all our
frequencies together and combine
them into a single block. Huawei was
doing something similar elsewhere so
it was the obvious partner,” says
Havercroft.

Carrier integration means fat
internet pipes in theairwaves capable
of fast speeds.Wusays Sparkhas sites
in the Auckland CBD capable of oper-
ating at 300 Mbps. Though this is the
kind of speed found on terrestrial
fibre networks, wireless bandwidth is
shared so, while users will rarely get
this level of performance, they will
see massively increased data speeds.

Another development of the JIP

has been consolidating equipment on
Spark’s mobile towers. Historically
each generation and set of spectrum
might use different hardware and
antennae. Havercroft said Huawei
was able to cover everything with a
single set of equipment: “That brings
about economies of scale and
efficiencies”.

Wu says Spark is internationally
recognised as a leader when it comes
to 4G technology in the 700MHz
spectrum band. The frequencies
aren’t used everywhere yet, but are
important in Asia-Pacific, Latin
America, the Middle East and Africa.

He says it’s worth noting that Chris
Quin, CEO Spark Home, Business and
Mobile is chair of the Global 700M
Industry Alliance, an industry group
set up to encourage global develop-
ment of 700 MHz technologies and
supply chains.

Wu says: “This is howwe canmake
sure mobile carriers and customers
in these regions can get access to the
best handsets and equipment. It’s
why all the flagship mobile phones
now work at 700 MHz.”

Huawei is interested in what hap-
pens in New Zealand. Wu says:
“Carriers, equipment suppliers and
regulators in these countries are all
watching closely to see how Spark
fares in New Zealand. The market
here is innovative and New Zealand
is ahead of the curve, there are op-
portunities to do things here that
don’t exist elsewhere.

“The JIPmodel isn’t unique to New
Zealand, we have similar pro-
grammes in a dozen or so countries.
However, it was one of the first and
we’ve taken the experience we’ve
learnt here to other countries, it
applies especially in Europe.”

He says this will pay off for New
Zealand when the mobile industry
moves on to 5G. That’s scheduled to
reach mass markets in 2020, but
there will be pilots first. New Zealand
was relatively late to the 4G party, but
that is less likely to be the case with
5G. Apart fromanything else,Wu says
it won’t be as difficult for Spark to
upgrade from 4G to 5G as it waswhen
it made the transition from 3G.

Things start to get exciting at that
point.

While the move from 3G to 4Gwas
about moving from a focus on voice
to mobile broadband, the switch to
5G will introduce ubiquitous wireless
data networks with low latency. This
will drive the so-called internet-of-
things and will make innovations
such as driverless cars a practical
reality.

Wu says to make that safe you
need a network that can respond fast
enough to keep driverless cars safe
in high-speed traffic.

Havercroft says this is what Spark
was looking for when it picked
Huawei as a technology partner. It
didn’t want to cut a deal for now and
hunt around for something elsewhen
the next generation came around.
“Huawei talks as if it expects to do
business with us for the next 100
years. Even the context of the next
15 to 20 years is long by industry
standards.

“We didn’t pick Huawei because it
was the cheapest — although the
prices are sharp — we picked it be-
cause of the company’s commitment
to the long-term, its willingness to
look forward and invest in research
and development.”



From our farms to the world, Fonterra
has been sharing the goodness of New
Zealand dairy with Chinese families
for over 40 years through our Anchor,
Anlene, Anmum & NZMP brands.

We’re committed to our strong
relationship with China and proud to
be working with Beingmate Baby &
Child Food Company.

As a farmer-owned co-operative,
Fonterra is proudly bringing New
Zealand dairy to life in China and
around the world.

www.fonterra.com

SHARINGTHE
GOODNESS
OFNZDAIRY
WITHCHINA
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Zuru builds the dream in China

Zuru Toys’ Anna Mowbray oversees Chinese workers.

the top selling toy for the 2012 Christ-
mas season in New Zealand— the first
time a Kiwi company had achieved
that since the launch of the iconic
Buzzy Bee.

Robofishwas the fastest selling toy
globally in 2013, with more than 15
million sold and reaching the top five
list for toys sold in 40 countries.
Nearly 30 million units have now
been sold worldwide.

Leveraging off the success of
Robofish, Zuru headed off major
players in the industry – the likes of
Hasbro and Mattel – to win the rights
to a “huge portion” of the master
license for Finding Dory, the sequel
to Disney’s blockbuster film, Finding
Nemo.

“I thinkwe should be able tomatch
the success of Robofish just off the
back of Finding Dory. Finding Nemo
was 15 years ago and it’s still iconic.
All the main voice talent is returning.
We just went to an early viewing last
week in Los Angeles and it’s looking
fantastic,” says Mowbray.

“To get the master license for Zuru
is huge. Only the biggest toy com-
panies in the world have a chance of
winning a master licence from the
likes of Disney and Marvel, so it’s an
exciting time for us.We’ve alreadygot
great relationships with Nickelodeon
and Pixar, so adding Disney is going
to allow us to really leverage off that.’’

Zuru will collaborate with Disney
as they prepare to roll out a global
marketing campaign ahead of a June
2016 premiere.

It’s a tight turnaround for Zuru to
get the products finalised, produced
and ready to go tomarket in little over
12 months time.

“It’s not just fish; we’ll be doing a
jellyfish, an octopus and a turtle. The
original turtle is just launching right
now, he’s fantastic.Walks on land and
swims inwater using the samebutton
cell technology from Robofish.”

Thankfully for Zuru, the launch
comeson thebackof furtherdevelop-
ment of their own factories and
strengthening relationships with
outsourced production.

“Right nowwe outsource about 90
per cent of our production in China,
so at any point in time there are over
6000 workers doing Zuru products.
We then bring a portion of that pro-
duction in-house,’’ Mowbray says.

“We have two factories which are
Zuru owned and operated, with 600
workers across those two sites. Not
huge, but growing quickly.

“We’re looking to be up to about
1000 workers in the near future,
depending on how advanced we can

get with automation – which would
obviously drive down the number of
staff we require. Our factories aren’t
big enough to handle a huge product
launch like Robofish. At our peak, we
were producing 60,000 units a day
of the Robofish, which also needed
to be waterproofed.

``It’s a fine line, but we’ve got a
goodunderstanding nowofmanufac-
turing in China and we can be quite
savvy when we assess the technical
capability against the product
requirements and make good
decisions.”

As Zuru grows, the portfolio of
products has grown quickly,
prompting a rapid expansion of
creative anddevelopment staff based
in China to go along with increased
capacity.

“We’ve grown our research and
development (R&D) team to over 50
including engineers, prototypers,

control drawers, design and creative,’’
Mowbray says. “We are making a real
effort to build our in-house China
creative team but it’s hard to find that
talent. I’m always looking for good
product and packaging designers, top
quality illustrators.

“We go through thousands of in-
terviews and have a very heavy
rejection rate. Our standards are ex-
tremely high.”

Mowbray says sourcing in China
can be difficult, but once the right
people are found, they are phenom-
enal. Their work ethic is amazing, and
skill sets are incredible.

``We are competing at an interna-
tional level and our talent has to
match a company like Hasbro. Get-
ting to that level is what we’re striving
to do and we’re making great head-
way.”

With the growth of Zuru’s R&D
team,Mowbray estimates 70 per cent
of new products are being developed
in-house, with the remaining 30 per
cent coming from external inventors.

Zuru receives thousands of
concepts for new toys each year —
both solicited and unsolicited — and
it has sufficient volume to conduct
a substantial quarterly review with
their inventors and innovation team.

“Usually Mat, Nick and I will each
have an opinion on an item straight-
away.

“Then we’ll banter about how to
approach it and whether we push
forward with optioning the product,”
says Mowbray.

“If we option the product, they’ll
then build and send us prototypes of
the toy. We will cost it and price it,
and figure outwherewe can fit it with
one of our brands and into our larger
portfolio.”

The exciting world of Weibo
Microblogging service is investing in R&D to stay ahead of the pack in China, writesAlexander Speirs

The icon for
Chinese
microblogging
service Sina
Weibo.

S ina Weibo is the biggest social
media network you’ve prob-
ably never heard of.
The Chinese micro-blogging

service is the 15th most popular
website on the Internet andcontinues
to move from strength to strength —
last year listing on the Nasdaq stock
exchange in an IPO valued at US$3.5
billion. The valuation follows stagger-
ing growth in users, with 120 million
people accessing the platform on a
monthly basis and 87 million on a
daily basis.

Though the growth of Weibo has
been remarkable, it is important to
note the inherent advantage it has
had in developing from a fledgling
company to a dominant Internet
property.

Social media is highly restricted
and regulated in China. When
Facebook and Twitter refused to play
ball with the Chinese Government’s
strict regulations and restrictions,
they were banned in short order.

It’s no coincidence that during this
time the fast rise of domestic social
media platforms truly kicked into
gear, but Ken Hong, General Manager
of Weibo Marketing Strategy, says it
was just a contributing factor to its
growth.

“Obviously from a competition
perspective, when you have fewer
competitors that is beneficial. But at
the same time I think it’s important
to keep in mind that it’s just one
factor,” he says.

Hong points to savvy marketing,
incremental innovation and tailoring
its offering to Chinese audience as the
key tenets to Weibo’s success.

“If you look back about five years
ago, there really wasn’t this kind of
media. It’s extremely accessible, an
open platform and information can
be shared and spread very quickly.

“That is something consumers
needed and wanted in China and it
resulted in an explosion of user
growth — particularly at the grass
roots level. I think our ability to
leverage a lot of celebrities and key
thought leaders really helped the
platform to grow. They quickly
moved onto the platform, they tend
to have a lot of interesting things to
say and obviously draw a lot of
attention from regular consumers.”

Weibo has excelled as a business
because of its ability to adapt and
introduce new features to the plat-
form. Weibo was initially referred to
as “Chinese Twitter” and criticised
because of the vast similarities

between the platforms. ButHong says
this is no longer a fair label.

“Initially, we were pretty similar to
Twitter in Western society, but today
the platform has evolved tremend-
ously and I really think we shouldn’t
call it Chinese Twitter anymore.”

Social media is a fickle business
and innovation is an essential com-
ponent to maintaining relevance in
the face of new competition. To that
end, Weibo is investing significantly
in research and development to stay
ahead of the pack.

“We have a very large product
team and a strong technology team.
It’s a combination of doing market
research, trial and error, and a lot of

testing,” says Hong. “We had a lot of
functionalities in Weibo that Twitter
didn’t even have until very recently,
like pictures and pages. Weibo is
really big and now quite different
compared with Twitter, and a lot of
those things we did that have made
us successful were specifically de-
signed for Chinese consumers.”

The biggest battle for Weibo in the
futurewill be public perception. Since
its IPO and the increase in exposure
throughWesternmedia, Weibo’s poli-
cies around censorship have been
under fire — with the clampdown
during last year’s unrest inHongKong
a particular focal point.

Hong says the levels of attention
and censorship discussion that
Weibo generates is disproportionate
to the reality of what is actually
happening.

“A level of control and monitoring
is pretty common to all internet
platforms around the world and if
you see Weibo, for the most part it’s
a pretty open platform. People are
talking about a lot of things, but
obviously there will be boundaries
and there will be limits.”

“What is really going on is not
much different to a lot of othermedia
platforms in China or in many other
different parts of the world,” says
Hong. “A certain level of censorship
will be needed in China, but I think
overall the situation is not as sig-
nificant as a lot of other people expect
it to be.

“Obviously, there will be some
inappropriate things that we have to
censor, control and delete. Some of
that involves excluding fake informa-
tion and inappropriate content, but I
think for the large part I don’t see any
key difference between what we
have to do as a platform in this
market,” says Hong.

China Business: ■ Weibo now more than just a Twitter knock-off ■ Zuru’s toys too complex to counterfeit

Learning
on the job
Learning the layof the land
when it came toselling toyswas
anarduousprocess forZuru. In
anewcountry, attempting to
break intoaglobalmarket in
which theyhadnoexperience
meant therewasa lotof trial and
error involved.

“Becausewehadno
knowledgeof the industry,we
didn’t realise that all deals took
place in, and revolvedaround
showrooms inHongKong,”
explainedNickMowbray,
presidentof ZuruToys.

“Originally Iwas justphoning
andemailing, anyoneand
everyone. I tried to findasmany
contacts as I could toget inwith
themajor retail bidders.”

Afterunsuccessfully trying to
beg,borrowandsteal theirway
to someshowroomspace, the
Mowbraysmanaged to
scrounge togetherenough
money to rent a tinypieceof
HongKongreal estate.

Thesignificant expense,
however,meant cornershad to
becut inotherplaces.

“I used to sleepundermy
conference tablebecause itwas
the largest space in the
showroom,” saidMowbray.

“I remembermyvery first
meeting I’d arranged, thebuyer
cameearly and Ihadslept ina
little.

“I didn’twanthimtoseeme
sleeping there, so I stayedunder
the tableperfectly still and
missed the firstmeeting I’d
actuallymanaged toget!”
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China Business: ■ 2014 sees 13m jobs created in China ■ China’ e-commerce sector a development priority

Another busy day on the international circuit

Stephen Joyce visits the Nuplex Factory in Changshu. Picture / Alexander Speirs

Government Minister Steven Joyce
had less than three days in Shanghai
for business and efficiency was the
name of his game.

Joyce wears a number of hats, and
is often switching between his
portfolios of Economic Development,
Science and Innovation, and Tertiary
Education, Skills and Employment.

This was no better displayed than
during his recent visit to China. Joyce
moved seamlessly from promoting
New Zealand business at the Shang-
hai Boat Show to talking international
investment strategywith Nuplex, and
learning about the future of cross-
border education ventures at New
York University in Shanghai.

Q: This is your fifth trip to China
since becoming Minister — what
has been your biggest take-away
this time around?
This trip is definitely thematuringof
the relationship—what Imean is the
lift inourGovernment’s andprivate
sector resources that arebeing
applied to the relationship. I think
we’re seeingamove froma trading
relationship toonewherewe’reon
thegroundandwe’re apart ofChina.
Q: With Australia signing its own
Free Trade Agreement with China,
what can we do to ensure we
increase the value of our relation-
ship and don’t get pushed to the
side?
Bymost countries’ standards,we
haveagreat relationship—
particularly givenour size—butwe
never take it for granted.Australia
willwant to takeadvantageof its own
FreeTradeAgreement andweshould
beable tohelp there.Weshouldbe
able tohave joint opportunities
together,we’ve learnt thingswhich
maybehelpful to them, andAustralia
canundoubtedlybeuseful tous.

While I don’t think itwill ever get to
the stageof joint trademissions,
becausewe’redifferent,weare28
millionpeople combined, andnext
doorneighbourswhoarepretty small
byworld standards.Weshoulddo
whatwedowell inNewZealand—
collaborate to takeadvantageof each
other’s knowledgeandexperience.
Q: There are clearly areas where
New Zealand is performing well in
China, but where could we look to
be doing better?

I thinkour foodandbeverage
companies are learning that they
have tobeon thegrounddirectlyand
involved themselves. That’s changing
the landscapeand they’dprobablyall
agree theyshoulddo it faster.
That’s one thingwedefinitelyhave
todomoreof.Weare still fairlyunder-
done in thehigh-tech space, and tend
to lookmore towardsAmericaand
Europe in that area. I think in the long
termasChinagetsmore focusedon
innovationandmovesup thevalue

curve,weeitherbecomeapart of that
andhelp shape it, orweget runover
by the steamroller eventually.
Wearegetting somegood investment
fromChinaandweare seeing some
goodexamplesofNewZealand
companies succeeding inChinawith
their investments. But it’s about the
longhaul— therearenotmany
overnight successes, andwe’vegot to
keep learning the lessonsonhowwe
invest inChina.

— Alexander Speirs

Internet Plus almost everything
China’s latest buzzword is a business
strategy that appears all-encompassing, as
Xiaoying Fu found on a recent visit

I nternet Plus — the new engine
for sustainable growth—was the
hottest word during my recent
business trip to China.

Premier Li Keqiang unveiled the
Internet Plus Action Plan during
parliamentary sessions in March.

“The plan aims to integrate mod-
ern manufacturing with mobile
Internet, cloud computing, big data
and the Internet of Things. It will also
encourage the healthy development
of e-commerce, industrial networks,
online banking and help Internet
companies increase their interna-
tional presence,” he said.

Examples of Internet Plus include
Internet Plus Education, Internet Plus
Healthcare, Internet Plus Transporta-
tion and Internet Plus Entertainment.

Actually, Chinese are adding the
Plus to everything you can imagine.

This is a very smart move for the
Chinese Government. First, the
internet itself is an infrastructure. If
the Chinese government has spent
billions on motorways for “catching
up”, then spending the money for
internet backbones is leading theway
worldwide. The internet era has just
started.

In China, still, many fee-charging
highways are very light, as people
prefer the alternate free road. But
everyone has to use this digital high-
way. There is no alternate route.

The Chinese Government is facing
the same issue as we are in building
this digital highway. TheGovernment
can only build the backbone. To use
the full potential of fast internet,
offices, homes andpublic places have

to be connected to the network. This
is a huge job.

China recently opened thatmarket
to private sector. It makes sense that
Hope King recently launched its pro-
duction line in Auckland to manufac-
ture optic fibre connection related
elements primarily for the Chinese
market.

Secondly, this platform is very flat
and extremely easy to enter. Every-
one can leverage it as long as you
have an idea that is appealing to your
customers or consumers.

China needs to find a new way of
keeping the employment rate at a
stable level. Large SOEs can no longer
fulfill the purpose. Whenmany lower
end, labour intensive factories have
been forced to close down, this plat-
form is perfect for the younger gen-
erations — they are less concerned
about money, willing to work for
themselves and very flexible.

This platform is also perfect for
innovation, with lower entry costs.
Statistics show that in 2014, 13 million
new jobswere created inChina,many
of them in internet relatedbusinesses.

Alibaba is a perfect example, serv-
ing small andmedium enterprises for
buying and selling physical goods. A
less well known platform for many
New Zealanders is the Himalaya
online radio station.Within 21months
of its launch, it has over 140 million
registered users and thousands of
radio stations.

A majority of the hosts are free-
lance, and some of them have
attracted over 20 million followers.
Those are impressive numbers.

Again, this probably can only be
achieved in China due to its popula-
tion. I would imagine the big data
behind Alibaba and Himalaya have
more commercial values, just like
eBay, Google and Facebook.

The internet has also created a
huge digital market, particularly for
mobile games. Tecent, the largest
games company in China, had online
game revenue of RMB44,756 million
in 2014, a 40 per cent increase over
the previous year.

Social network revenues increa-
sed by 43 per cent to RMB18,554
million. The increase was primarily
driven by in-game item sales within
mobile platforms. New platforms,
new technology and new devices
have driven changes in behaviour.

Thirdly, this platform has no
boundaries, or at least if you comply
with Chinese Government rules and
regulations, what you put online and
what they put online is visible to
everyone no matter where you are
on the planet.

This may be less important for

New Zealanders as we are so used to
an open environment. For Chinese,
this is a perfect platform to put their
names on the international stage.

Only the internet couldmake Psy’s
Gangnam Style so popular and so
famous in such a cheap way and
short time. The third industry revo-
lution has built many production
lines for mass market.

Chinese call the internet as the
fourth industry revolution. Based on
data analysis, it will provide service
and products that fits individual
needs.

New Zealand has to position itself
well for this important turning point
in the Chinese market.

We need to diversify our engage-
ment with China. More effort needs
to go into entering China’s huge,
emerging mobile digital market. In
this digital world, our goods and
services are delivered in seconds, no
Free Trade Agreements, no customs
clearance.

The recent signing between Kiwa
Digital and Beijing Kaku Media Co is
a baby step for entering China’s mo-
bile digital education/entertainment
market. Kiwa is a specialised com-
pany focusing on publishing
interactive digital books. Kaku is a
media company with its own TV
channel, animation company, retail
shops, games company and offline
children’s programme.

To fully leverage the relationship
builtwithKaku,weneed toworkwith
other New Zealand companies. One
of my big take-aways frommy recent
trip to China was that Chinese com-
panies now want to build strong
partnerships instead of competing
with each other.

New Zealand is a small country: do
we have the luxury to compete with
each other in this huge market?

● DrXiaoyingFu isDirector, Kiwa
Digital

Kicking off
China’s
innovation
strategy

continued from D7

Xiaomi is disruptive of
the innovation

environment in China. It
means Chinese start-ups

have to go global to
succeed.

Cyril Ebersweiler

China to be more competitive glob-
ally, and facilitate the entry of com-
panies that may have previously
been apprehensive.

The Supreme People’s Court will
monitor the development and per-
formance of the IP courts over the
next three years and report back.

Some remain far from optimistic
about China’s late entry into IP pro-
tection and fear it may be too late.
French venture capitalist Cyril
Ebersweiler, who runs a mentoring
programme in China, says “I’m afraid
the window has passed for Chinese
hardware start-ups because of the
rise of companies like Xiaomi.”

Xiaomi is relatively new — five
years old — but with a US$45 billion
valuation. In that short time, it has
become the third largest smartphone
maker in theworld behind Apple and
Samsung. Xiaomi has courted plenty
of controversy along the way.

Apple, in particular, has been vocal
in its criticism about Xiaomi copying
its products and technology. Xiaomi
products have been banned in India
on the basis of patent infringement
and commentators have gone on

record speculating that Xiaomi is un-
likely to move into the United States
market due to a lack of its own
patents and proprietary technology.

“They are commoditising, or as we
call it Xiaomising, technology very
quickly. That’s a major threat for new
companies, because if Xiaomi goes
into every business and throws
billions of dollars at it, what it is doing
is commoditising others’ innovation.
But the scale and speed at which it
goes is a concern,” says Ebersweiler.

Xiaomi’s products tend to sell for
less thanhalf the price of their equiva-
lents, with original producers lament-
ing the difficulty competing with a
rival who has a fraction of their origi-
nal development and licensing costs.
“Xiaomi is disruptive of the inno-
vation environment in China,” says
Ebersweiler. “It means Chinese start-
ups have to go global to succeed.”

“In the US and the Western world,
there is no equivalent of Xiaomi and
so it’s a very unique issue,” he says.

Detractors argue that rather than
simply producing cheap knockoffs,
incremental innovation has been a
pillar of China’s development. How-
ever, it’s not sustainable as a long-
term driver of innovation.

But general manager of Weibo
marketing strategy, Ken Hong, says
the process has led to uniquely Chin-
ese products which have advanced
beyond their initial model. “There are
a lot of products, copied in a sense
— although that might not be the right
word — but they’ve learned from the
original Western examples. A lot of
them have evolved significantly —
whether it is to cater to the Chinese
consumers’ taste or in terms of the
richness and functionality.

“We had a lot of functionalities in
Weibo that Twitter didn’t even have
until very recently, like pictures and
pages,” says Hong. “Weibo is really big
and now quite different compared
with Twitter, and a lot of the things
we did that have made us successful
were specifically designed for Chin-
ese consumers.”
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China Business: ■ New Zealand and China looking to bump annual trade to $30 billion

All roads lead to China . . .
. . . but don’t rush it, warnsMichael Barnett

The first five
years of the FTA
have delivered
some significant
learnings, says
Michael Barnett.

S ince the signing of New Zea-
land’s Free Trade Agreement
with China, the opportunity to
boost our trade with an econ-

omy growing mostly in double digits
has been too attractive to ignore.

Even in the cloudymoments of that
relationship, when Fonterra’s botulism
incident threatened New Zealand’s
brand values and representation, both
countries’ leaders issued the aspira-
tional challenge of lifting trade
between China and New Zealand from
$20 billion annually to $30 billion.

There was no “how” we might do
this, but obviously there was a con-
tinued dependency on commodities
and growing tourism.

For other than the large commodity
sectors, the opportunity to participate
in this export potential of China is
fraught with risk. Aswe review the first
fiveyears of ourFreeTradeAgreement
relationship, New Zealand businesses
might like to consider how they want
to do business for the next five years
and understand what success might
look like.

Though New Zealand may have a
formal China strategy, the first five
years of the China relationship has
delivered some significant learnings
for small and medium enterprises
(SMEs).

My top three learnings look like this:
● We are culturally different
This does not mean that one is right

or wrong, but it does mean we do
things and interpret things differently.
New Zealand’s small andmediumbusi-
nesses want to take their innovation
and creativity to the world in the form
of new products, services and techno-

logies. Our Chinese partners, with a
belief in self-strengthening, will look for
control of knowledge and supply rights
to a huge market and may have a
different view to the ownership and
rights to innovation, so we need to
acknowledge and respond to this.

New Zealanders may believe that
free trade is exactly that, but as many
sectors have already discovered, the
introduction of special accreditation in
order to access the China market can
be restrictive, as to who does export
into that market and who owns the
supply chain.

A small or medium enterprise in
New Zealand may well believe that a
Government-negotiated Free Trade
Agreement will leave no exporter
worse off than their local competitors,
but this is not so. For the future, we
need all our government agencies to
be enablers of access, not simply
regulators in a partnership for free
trade.

● A trusting relationship
The challenge for all relationships

is how you approach this critical value.
Should you trust until you know you
shouldn’t, or don’t trust until you know
you should?

For business this is a part of the risk
in doing business anywhere in the
world, including China. Small and me-
dium businesses are not rich in
resources, so they need to be able to
prioritise who they will have relation-
ships with and ensure that these re-
lationships offer the richness in
contacts and networks needed to suc-
ceed in a market.

Advisors, bankers, shippers, law-
yers, copyright and supply chains on

the home side are all institutions you
trust and have built relationships with.
We speak the same language, have
lived in the same communities and
understand their values.

We need to remember thiswhenwe
startmaking judgments onwhowewill
establish relationships with and why.
Accept there is a cultural difference.
We will then know the interpretation
we apply to ownership of property,
ideas or intelligence may well be
interpreted differently by an intended
partner.

Should you trust? Of course you
should, but remember the process you
unwittingly may have gone through to

trust your partners at home and then
determine when.

● Take your time
For a small and medium business

entering China there can be no rush.
There is a need to visit more than once
— to understand the region where you
may be doing business; to learn how
the supply chain works; who the com-
petition is; how they operate and price;
to introduce you — who you are, what
your strategy is and how you intend
to operate in this huge market of
opportunity. It all takes time and has
a cost — you need to be able to sustain
this.

Once you are on this road to China

try not to be distracted by the many
opportunities you will see. Stay fo-
cused on your core business and do
not be seduced into committing be-
yond your emotional and financial
capacity. You will never fully under-
stand China or the Chinese the way
you understand New Zealand and the
people in business here, but you do
bring the uniqueness of a Western
education and New Zealand values.

You can make these a competitive
advantage — enjoy the journey.

● Michael Barnett is chief executiveof
theAucklandChamberofCommerce
and Industry.
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China Business: ■ Growing Chinese middle class means a growing demand for NZ’s high-quality proteins

The right DNA for the future
Dairy giant Fonterra has plans to forge on in China despite being buffeted by a downturn, writes Fran O’Sullivan

F onterra chief executive Theo
Spierings has revealed the NZ
dairy company is “definitely”
lookingat developinganother

— and possibly its final — Chinese
farming hub in Heilongjiang in part-
nership with Beingmate.

Fonterra unveiled a new global
partnership with Beingmate, which is
China’s largest infant formula manu-
facturer, last August.

Beingmate already has 10 dairy
farms in China’s northeastern pro-
vince of Heilongjiang. Spierings says
Fonterra will definitely use its know-
ledge to help Beingmate — in which
it has an 18.8 per cent stake — to
improve the existing farms’ effective-
ness and efficiency to bring them to
the same global standard as “we run
them at”.

“On top of that I have said to the
Governor (of Heilongjiang) that with
the partnership of Beingmate we
should really consider a hub in
Heilongjiang. And possibly that will be
the last one.”

Spierings says if Fonterra estab-
lishes a new farming hub in Heilong-
jiang with Beingmate, it will be close
to hitting its annual production target
from China of 1 billion litres of milk
when all of its hubs reach maximum
production.

Last year, Fonterra also forged a
strategic alliance with American
pharmaceuticals andhealth care giant
Abbott to develop a new $342 million
dairy farm hub in China. Chicago-
based Abbott is a big player in China’s
infant formula and nutrition market.
The new hub was to be Fonterra’s
third in China andwould complement
its existing farming operations in
Shanxi and Hebei Provinces.

But Spierings says though Fonterra
has always spoken about building five
hubs in China, they are now building
double farms instead of single ones
to achieve a better return on capital.

It is clear Spierings has taken a
shine to Heilongjiang’s Governor Lu
Hao — widely tipped to be a major
player in Beijing’s “next generation”
leadership—who singled out two-way
investment as the key to ensuring the
stability of bilateral trade between
New Zealand and China during a
recent visit to Auckland.

Heilongjiang is one of the strongest
provinces of China in the farming,
dairy and stockbreeding industries.

In Auckland Lu made the point to
an industry briefing that the challenge
to long-term trade is ensuring stability
and reliability. Relying on price
competitiveness for goods will not
guarantee long-term trade, but two-
way investment will guarantee trade
in the long run.

Governor Lu also promoted the
investment opportunities in his pro-
vince during a meeting at Fonterra.
“He is very brand-driven,” says
Spierings. “He is very active and en-
ergetic and a visionary man. I was
very impressed.”

Fonterra faced some criticism over
its acquisition price for Beingmate. But
Spierings says thecompanyhad taken
a potential profit downturn into its
valuation numbers. “We bought at a
solid but not too high price.”

Spierings has good connections
with Beingmate founder Xie Hong.
They both sit on the JV’s strategic
committee.

Fonterra is also open to partner-
ships in the food services area in
China and is working on attracting a
financial partner.

But its fortunes have been buffeted
by the sharp and persistent downturn
in commodity prices on the Global-
DairyTrade (GDT) auction platform
since last year.

Spierings says recent movements
on the GDT platform indicate China
is back in the market.

“China was again more than 50 per
cent of globally traded volumes and

it is a long time ago that China took
more than 50per cent,” says Spierings.

It’s also significant that the pro-
ducers are once again buying — not
merely the traders — which indicates
inventories are finally being run
down.

He is confident in the long-term
future for Fonterra in China given the
inevitable demand for first-class pro-
teins that will come as the Chinese
middle-class grows.

“I can’t change the ingoing assump-
tion for theChina Strategyaswewrote
it three years ago,” he says. “But it is
terrible at the moment. It is the lowest
milk price I have ever seen in China.”

International factors have clearly
been at play.

But for Fonterra the reality is that
low dairy prices aremaking it difficult
to farm in China.

“We continue, but it has a financial
effect,” says Spierings. “It hits us be-

cause the milk prices are putting
pressure on us.

“We really have best-in-class farm-
ing butwith the currentmilk price you
can only operate cash — you can’t
think about Ebit and profit.”

Despite the tough environment,
Spierings says the company has a
unique strategy and “we need to keep
on driving it”.

“We need to focus on initiatives.
Last year we did somany deals in one
year, we have enough on our plate.”

Spierings has faced huge challen-
ges since he became Fonterra’s chief
executive— almost all of them relating
to China. Getting farmer-shareholder
approval for “trading among farmers”
(Taf) was a tough sell. But that was
expected.

What wasn’t expected was the im-
pact of the DCD andWPC80 incidents
and the false-positive botulism affair
on the business. These incidents each

took a lot of high-level management
time — coupled with help from the
New Zealand Government — to re-
solve. The malicious 1080 threat was
yet another incident that could have
— but didn’t — take management’s eye
off the China ball.

But the Chinese and NZ authorities
handled it with delicacy and the im-
pact was transitory.

Spierings has put that behind him
as he focuses on the Fonterra busi-
ness. “We need to get faster because
the geopolitical world changes so fast
that we as management need to keep
the metabolic rate up,” he says.

The Chinese Government — like
Fonterra— is now focused on the right
partnerships and the right DNA for the
future.

“With a 500 million strong middle-
class which has money, I don’t see
why they would not buy good milk
products.”

Familiarity helps mould partnership
TheBeijingGovernment-led
consolidationof theChinesedairy
sector—whichgot stronglyunderway
last year— left infant formulamanu-
facturerBeingmate facing twooptions.
Buyupahostof smaller producersor
co-operatewith amajor international
dairyplayer.

BeingmateChairmanZhentaiWang
told theHerald the companychose to
workwith foreigncompanies.

“Workingwith foreigncompanies is
themost likelywaywecanhelp satisfy
the tremendousneedsof theChinese
market,”he said. “ManyWestern
countrieshaveaccumulated signi-
ficant experience in their longhistory,
developing their owndairy sectors.
Theyalsohaveavariety of resources,
theprice ismorecompetitive andcosts
are relatively low.

“Basedonprior experienceworking
withFonterra,we thought theywere
adesirable target in termsof scale,
technologyand integrity.”

WangsaidBeingmate’s prior co-
operationwith Fonterraenabled the

deal tobeput through in a relatively
short time. The formal negotiation
process lastedonlyeightmonths,with
familiaritybetween topexecutives
citedas a reason for efficiency.

“Fonterrawasmotivated to finda
partner to furtherdevelop their pres-
ence in thismarket.Wehaveworked
together for close toadecade, sowhen
Fonterra raised theproposalwithus,
wenaturally agreed thiswas agood
direction for bothofus togo.”

Thenewfoundco-operationwill
haveamarkedeffect on theday-to-
dayoperations forbothcompanies
due to the impact of regulatory
requirements inChina.

SaysWang: “UnderChinese law,
Fonterra’s productAnmumcannotbe
sold in competitionwithBeingmateas

the two firmsarea joint venture.
Therefore, Fonterra authorised
Beingmate tomanage this product and
be thedistributor for theAnmum
brand inChina.”

Beingmate sells intomore than
80,000outlets aroundChina across a
varietyofmarkets, touchingbothhigh-
tier and low-tier cities througha
diversenetwork.Wangexplains the
most important issue is to study the
Anmumproducts and their suitability
indifferentChinesemarkets.Once that
researchhasbeencompleteda

marketing strategywill be forged.
“In thepast,we studied theneeds

of themarket first and thendeveloped
aproduct to fit thatmarket,” says
Wang. “In thecaseofAnmum, it is
alreadyanestablishedproduct, so the
research is about finding suitable sales
channels.”

Wanghoped thecurrent dealwith
Fonterrawas thebeginningof a longer
partnershipand further ventures,with
bothAustralia, andchildren’s food in
his sights. “WithFonterrawilling to
expand their business intoAustralia,
we seea lot of potential there.We
would like to co-operatewithFonterra
toexplore this newmarket and
developnewbusiness.

Beingmate’s focus is in food for
children in their early childhoods.

“NewZealandandAustralia havea
huge resourcebaseandvarietyof
healthy foods, outsideofdairy.

“Theseare all potential products for
children’s foods and ifwecould jointly
develop in this area, it couldbeabig
win-win situation.”

Alexander Speirs travelled to
Hangzhou to meet with
Beingmate Chairman Zhentai
Wang to find out more about the
global partnership his company
has struck with Fonterra.

Beingmate
● Set up in 1992 to produce
children’s food
● Diversified into infant
formula in 2002
● Produces 100,000 tonnes
of baby formula annually
● Four production bases
throughout China
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China Business: ■ China economic liberalisation on fast track ■ China financial system to double US by 2030

Feeding fierce hunger for trade
New Zealand is leading the world in relations with China, presenting this country with amassive growth
opportunity — if it can position itself tomaintain its lead, writesDavid Green

The rewards will
not just fall into our
lap; other countries
are chasing them

too. The study
points to significant

barriers to be
overcome at every
step of the supply

chain.

David Green. Picture / Illustrations / ANZ

F ew countries have been as
quick as New Zealand to em-
brace the opportunities pre-
sented by the rise of China as

a world power.
Politically and economically, New

Zealand has been a leader in recog-
nising China’s global status. Success-
ive governments have advanced our
relationship with Beijing — culminat-
ing in New Zealand being the first
OECD country to sign a comprehen-
sive Free Trade Agreement with
China in 2008.

China has since grown to become
New Zealand’s largest trading partner
and is a key market for many of our
major export industries, such as
dairy, forestry, meat, seafood and
wool.

It is also a major source of
migrants, students and tourists to
New Zealand, and an increasingly
important part of New Zealand’s
make-up and consciousness as a
nation.

Chinese New Zealanders are a
valuable part of our society, while
maintaining close cultural and busi-
ness links with China — an advantage
supporting business connectivity
with Asia.

A number of New Zealand-based
companies are also well established
in China, showing the way for others
seeking to better understand it as a
country and as a market.

New Zealand joined a privileged
few nations last year with an agree-
ment with China allowing banks to
directly trade the two national
currencies.

This deal carries with it the poten-
tial to further grow trade and invest-
ment flows.

The arrangement saw ANZ, as part
of a select group of banks, being
granted a market-maker licence for
direct RMB/NZD trading by the
People’s Bank of China, and we have
seen first-hand how it has helped lift
the confidence of companies in New
Zealand about doing business in
China.

Though progress to date has been
great, there is enormous potential to
further grow the economic benefits
of our relationshipwithChina and the
other growth markets of Asia.

Rapid urbanisation in those
markets, along with rising wealth and
development of the Asian financial
system are set to lift the opportunities
to another level — if this country can
position itself to grasp them.

As the growth economies of Asia
develop and modernise, they are
fuelling a vast migration to cities.

At around 700 million, China’s
urban population now outnumbers
rural dwellers for the first time, and
an estimated 200 million more will
move to cities in the next 20 years.

In cities, consumers enjoy rising
spending power and increasingly de-
mand food that is safe, of good quality
and convenient.

Many are turning to a diet rich in
protein and vitamins, including sea-
food, red meat and dairy products,
along with fresh fruit and vegetables.

In other words, demand is soaring
for the types of food and beverages
New Zealand produces.

A subset of this demand, which
exceeds New Zealand’s production
capacity many times over, is from a
growing category of customers that
are willing to pay an additional
premium for products that originate
from trusted regions, are of high
quality and meet market expecta-
tions around practices and standards.

A major study commissioned by
ANZ estimated that, given these de-
velopments, New Zealand could cap-
ture up to $1.3 trillion more in agri-
cultural exports between now and
2050.

But the rewards will not just fall
into our lap; other countries are
chasing them too. The study points
to significant barriers to be overcome
at every step of the supply chain.

Key among these is the ability to
source capital. Across the sector the
capital gap is immense — a further
NZ$210 billion will be needed to en-
able production growth and NZ$130
billion to support turnover in farm
ownership.

Farmers cannot possibly raise all
the capital needed to fully realise the
opportunity.

But, again, developments playing
out in Asia offer new promise.

ANZ economists point to a further
wave of economic growth in our
region, underpinned by a potential
“revolution” in the development of
Asian financial markets.

In their report, Caged Tiger: The
Transformation of the Asian Financial
System, they tipped this revolution to
drive up Asia’s share of global
economicoutput from 17per cent two
decades ago to 35 per cent by 2030,
and over half by the middle of this
century.

InChina’s case, itsGovernmenthas
recognised theurgencyof reformand
is fast-tracking financial liberalisation
and the opening up of the domestic
financial system to international capi-
tal flows. RMB convertibility plays an
important role in this.

If China continues to pursue these
reforms, ANZ forecasts that its finan-
cial system will be more than twice
as big as the US system by 2030.

By themiddleof this centuryChina
will account for half of Asia’s financial
assets. Shanghai will rival New York
as a global financial centre and RMB
will dominate in Asia as a regional
funding currency and a genuine rival
to the US dollar as a global reserve
currency.

For the wider region, including
New Zealand, this rise of Asia as a
financial power points to a dramatic
increase in cross-border investment,
a growing supply of both equity and
debt assets and the emergence of a
new investor base.

Alreadywe see significant pools of
funds accumulating across Asia’s
rising economies. New Zealand is
well-placed to secure capital from
those growing markets, which under-
stand our strengths and potential
through their growing trade
connections with us.

To fully realise the opportunities
this capital could release — in terms
of jobs, productivity and growth —
New Zealand needs to be clear on
where we want to encourage and
direct funding, and provide consist-
ent signals to attract investment.

● DavidGreen isManagingDirector
Institutional,ANZNewZealand, andan
ExecutiveBoardMember of theNew
ZealandChinaCouncil
‘
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Wooing the high-value Chinese traveller
Our greatest challenge is the sense that

we are full as a country,

Adrian Littlewood

China is on the verge of an outward
tourism boom asmiddle-class incomes
surge. Already New Zealand has begun
to chalk up more business as more
high-quality Chinese tourists spend
more time (and money) during their
visits here.

CLSA reckons that outward tourism
boom will gather pace as the country’s
per capita GDP approaches a tipping
point of US$8000, which will lead to
a massive increase in discretionary
spending power across the Chinese
middle-class.

CLSA also forecasts outbound tour-
ism numbers will swell to 200 million
annually by 2020 as “what used to be
luxury” becomes seen as a common
leisure activity by the middle-class.

For Auckland International Airport
CEOAdrian Littlewood the “signals and
signs are all heading in the right direc-
tion, which is fantastic”.

AucklandAirport’s business is grow-
ing rapidly on the back of more Chin-
ese flights. Air New Zealand has a daily
service to Shanghai and will later re-
open its route to Beijing, this time with
a JV partner Air China. China Southern
has quickly expanded its daily services
out of Guangzhou, and China Eastern
has come into the fray with plans to
fly from Shanghai four times a week.

“We’ve got fantastic connectivity
coming through,” says Littlewood.
“Some people have said isn’t this a
problem to have all this new capacity
coming in. But a lot of the Chinese
travellers have been trying to get to
New Zealand but have been travelling
throughother ports to get here because
there is no capacity on those direct
flights. New capacity will actually
divert those flights back todirectwhich
will actually have the side benefit of
opening up other capacity for other

people to come to New Zealand.”
Littlewood reckonsmanypeople do

not fullyappreciate thecomplete trans-
formation now under way in Chinese
tourism. He says there is no shortage
of opportunities but it is important to
“make sure we get the right passengers
into our country”.

The signs are promising. A year or
so ago, Chinese tourists’ average stay
was 3.8 days. The most recent figures
show it is 7.8 days, spurred along by
direct flights. The has also been an

increase in FIT (free independent
travellers). A couple of years back, 25
per cent of Chinese visitors travelled
independently to NZ: now it is around
55 per cent. “They are typically the
high-value, high-quality premium tour-
ists,” says Littlewood.

With the massive increase in Chin-
ese travellers comes the need to invest
more in tourism infrastructure. Chin-
ese investors have recently been to the
fore, investing in high-class NZ lodges,
hotels like Fu Wah’s planned 6-star
hotel on Auckland’s Viaduct Harbour
and Pengxin’s acquisition of the
Queenstown Hilton. “Our greatest chal-
lenge is the sense that we are full as

a country,” says Littlewood. ‘We need
to work hard and shift some of that
demand into the shoulder seasons.”

Auckland Airport is involved with
the Ministry of Business Innovation
and Employment’s tourism partner-
ship programme.

The concept is to build seasonal
itineraries for Chinese travellers based
around food and wine. “We’ve already
smashed through some early targets
with high value and premium cus-
tomers,” says Littlewood. “We are
working with companies like Ngai
Tahu.

“As part of a welcome package we
could send a basket of food and wine
to whet the appetite of Chinese
consumers while they are at home.”

The plans are underpinned by re-
search which shows NZ’s high-quality
foods and wines are a major attractor
for Chinese premium travellers.

Joint venture takes to the air
Air NZ ChinaManager Nick Judd talks toAlexander Speirs about the prospects in China for our national carrier

3.5m
kg in air freight sent by Air NZ to to
China annually.

5m
kg carried out of China to all
destinations of whichmore than

3m
kg terminates for New Zealand.

23%
increase in air freight carried on Air
NZ services to China in the year to
date and

19%
from China, compared to last year.
Commodity Split:
Much of the air freight carried on Air
NZ to China is seafood (lobsters) and
dairy products. From China, air freight
is classified as “general freight”, made
up of electronics and garments.

Wewould love to be in a position
where we are opening new routes in

China, but that is still a little while away.
Nick Judd

A ir New Zealand’s General
Manager of China, Nick
Judd, sat down with the
Herald in Shanghai re-

cently to explain how their new joint
venture with Air China between Bei-
jing and Auckland will work.

Judd likens the new joint ventures
to other JVs the airline has with its
Cathay Pacific and Singapore
Airlines alliances.

“The key different to those two
though, is that we’re not flying our
own planes on the route,” he
explains.

“How that will work is we’ll help
sell and distribute their services on
the Beijing route and they’ll do the
same for the Shanghai service.”

Air NZ notes there is no cargo
component to the Air China alliance,
so Air China will operate as a direct
competitor to Air NZ Cargo on the
new Beijing services.

“The deal opens up the opportun-
ity for us with competitive pricing in
the market, while both us and Air
China can work together on our
distribution strengths,” Judd says.

“We’ll bring a combinedmarketing
and sales presence to the market, so
ultimately the good thing for cus-
tomers, is that we will sit down and
try to align our products as much as
we can.”

The deal has been a long time in
the making, with “on and off”
discussions taking place between Air
NZ and Air China for a number of
years.

Realmomentumstarted topickup
last year, with Air New Zealand eager
to get a market presence back in
Beijing after withdrawing from their
Auckland-Beijing service in 2012.

“The ability toworkwith an airline
with the strengths and distribution
reach of Air China and being able to
get back into Beijing was an ideal
situation for us,” says Judd. “We
would love to be in a position where
we are opening new routes in China,
but that is still a little while away.”

Though Judd says the possibility
of adding more destinations in China
directly from New Zealand is not on
the immediate radar, shifts in the
market are making that possibility
more attractive.

“Costs have come down sig-
nificantly from a fuel perspective of
late and if that lasts long term, it
changes the dynamics of a number
of routes that we look at and the cost
structures associated with that.

“It opens up the possibility of
destinations that potentially weren’t
profitable or sustainable previously,
so there will be a number of
destinations we will be looking at.”

Continued growth in the Chinese

market will likely have a strong in-
fluence on where those potential
destinations may lie, as the number
of services between New Zealand
and China continues a steady trend
upwards.

“The biggest thing at the moment
coming out of China is the capacity
growth, which continues to progress
unabated,” says Judd.

“If you look back 18 months ago,
there were 14 flights a week between
China and New Zealand — seven by
China Southern and seven by Air
New Zealand. Peaks this year could
quite conceivably rise to 35 flights
per week.

“The big question is whether this
growth is sustainable. At themoment
it seems that as soon as you put
capacity on during the high season,
it gets swallowed up — but will that
carry on.”

The other consideration says
Judd, is the lack of suitable accom-
modation for Chinese tourists — par-
ticularly on the scale required if
numbers continue to trend upwards.
“We’ve already had quite a bit of
feedback around Chinese New Year
this year that people struggled to get
hotel rooms.

“Then you overload a whole lot
more capacity from China at a time
when numbers are increasing from
America and everywhere else — it
could be very interesting through
that peak period next year.”

Judd says though reciprocal
travel from New Zealand to China is
growing, it’s doing so at a far slower
rate. “It’s still rated for New Zea-
landers as a tougher destination and
a bit of an unknown, so I think from
a tourism perspective, you probably
get people who are more open to
travelling.

“The bulk of the people coming
from New Zealand at present are
those coming to visit friends and
relatives in China.”

Stimulating growth on both ends
will remain important, as Air NZ
works with the likes of Tourism NZ
to promote New Zealand as a des-
tination.

The scale of the opportunity
coming out of China is of course
much larger, and at a time of huge
growth in demand for international
tourism.

“There were between 100 and 120
million Chinese that travelled over-
seas last year — most of that was to
Southeast Asia and Hong Kong.

That base is growing bymore than
a million tourists every year, so
you’ve got a different catchment
population than we had a few years
ago, because the market has grown
so dramatically.”

Experiencemust match expectation

Christopher
Luxon

AirNewZealandchief executive
Christopher Luxonsaysbringing in
extendedvisas for visitorsbetween
ChinaandNewZealand is the “biggest
thing in the tourismspace”.

At the2014BeijingApecmeeting,
presidentsXi JinpingandBarack
Obamaunveiled their intention to
extend thevalidity of visas for
Chineseentering theUnitedStates,
andconversely, for up to 10years.
Although thedurationperiodof each
staydoesnot change, theoverall visa
application fees that regular travellers
wouldotherwise face formultiple
visits over a 10-yearperiod is
markedly reduced.

Luxonobserves that this gives the
USaconsiderable competitive
advantagewhen it comes to the
rapidly-growingChinese tourism
market.

He suggests thatNewZealandand
Australia couldalso lookat the
possibility of a jointAustralasianVisa
— suchasused for the ICCWorld
CricketCup—because thereare so
manyvisitorsmovingbetweenboth
markets.

He isupbeat about thepotential
for theChinese tourismmarket.

“Wehave turned the tapsof

tourismonquite
dramatically
which is really
great,”hesays.
“Butweare
running into
infrastructure
issuesand
customer
serviceand
experience
issues inNew
Zealand.”

Hecautions that the tourist
industryneeds tomakesure it is not
taking theChinesemarket for granted
when it comes settingexpectations to
attract premiumvisitors.

“Theexperiencehas tomatch the
expectation for thesevisitors
otherwise theywill chooseCroatia,
Austria, Thailandor somewhereelse
togo.”

FromAirNZ’s perspective, the
airline intends to keeponevolving its
customer serviceand isheading (for
the first time)with a lot of spill into
the shoulder season. Luxonnotes that
though this is good fromacapacity
planningpointof view,NewZealand
wasbasicallyout of accommodation
across thecountry at the recent peak

period.He says thebiggerquestion
facing tourismon theChina front is
oneof valueovervolume.

The industryhas toworkhard to
attractmorehigher yieldpremium
customers.

“TheaverageChinesevisitor
spends two timeswhat anAmerican
tourist doesonce theyare in the
country.”

Heunderlines thepoint that theNZ
tourism infrastructure investments
will not support a five-fold increase
ingrowth from theChinesemarket.
But the industry is steppingup to
support a two-fold increase through
higheryields.

AirNZalreadyhas adaily two-way
servicebetweenAucklandand
Shanghai. But it’s alsopackingon
more revenuegrowthby leveraging
a significant increase in cargo
capacity vianewplaneson the
Shanghai route.

Says Luxon: “Forme it’s valueover
volume; finding the right yield and
customerswhocan stay for longer
and spendmoremoneyanddisperse
thosebenefits throughout the
countrybetter andmoreconsistently;

andkeep the cargoand the trade
flowsmoving.”

China Business: ■ China’s booming middle class present important opportunity for NZ’s tourism sector
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China Business: ■ Outbound investment from China tipped to exceed inbound for the first time

Riding the Silk Road to success

Many global investors raise a lot of money
and invest to generate high returns

quickly, and sometimes they are looking
for relatively risky investment

opportunities. Unlike traditional ways, we
want to develop our global opportunities
in the next 10 or 20 years, instead of the

next three to five years.
Zhong Lei, senior managing director at Fosun Group, speaking at the EY Strategic

Growth Forum in Shanghai in May 2014.

China is seeing an outbound
investment boom, say Joanna
Doolan and Florence Wong

A fter more than 30 years of
investment-driven
growth, China plans to
move from its depend-

enceonmanufacturing exports to an
economy driven by domestic de-
mand.

As a recent EY report on private
equity in China notes, executing this
change has not been easy. The struc-
tural reforms needed for the transi-
tion have come at a price — a cut
in the country’s growth rate. Accord-
ing to the IMF’s latest figures, GDP
fell from 7.8 per cent in 2013 to 7.4
per cent last year — well short of the
double-digit rates China enjoyed as
recently as 2010. But these figures
are still well ahead of New Zealand’s.

In response, the Chinese Govern-
ment has introduced a raft of fiscal
and monetary stimulus measures
designed to boost investment across
several targeted sectors, including
energy, infrastructure, real estate
and banking.

Rebalancing the Chinese econ-
omy away from a reliance on
exports (and lowvalue-addedmanu-
facturing) towards a consumption-
based economy is a radical change
and the EY report says themovewill
reduce the economic focus on GDP
growth at all costs. ‘”Themost fruitful
deals of the futurewill be those done
by firms that can add significant
operational expertise, financial dis-
cipline and good governance prac-
tices over an extended period.”

The expansion of China’s invest-
ment footprint is a critical part of this
strategy and figures from the Chin-
ese Ministry of Commerce show
5090 Chinese enterprises have
already made direct investment off-
shore in 156 countries and regions,
worth $US90.17 billion. To put this

in context, since the Global Financial
Crisis in 2008, foreign direct invest-
ment from China has grown about
40 per cent a year.

Another recent EY report Outlook
for China’s outward foreign direct
investment 2015 clearly shows the
new wave of outbound investments
is underpinned by government poli-
cies and the accelerated implemen-
tation of the “One Belt, One Road”
strategy.

It also shows Chinese industries
are diversifying from “Made in
China” to “Made for China”. Though
these may seem like catchy PR

slogans, the Chinese Government
has thrown its weight behind these
programmes, meaning more can be
achieved in a shorter timeframe
than in countries like New Zealand.

The objective of this investment
has shifted from acquiring pro-
duction factors (such as resources)
to acquiring advanced technology
and brands with the aim of increas-
ing the international competitive-
ness of Chinese companies and
meeting the changing domestic con-
sumption.

How ready are NewZealand com-
panies to benefit from this?

Industries of interest for Chinese-
based investors include:

● Assetmanagementcompanies
● Agrifood industries, ranging

fromanimal feed, seed technologies,
food safetyandsecurity, and
consumerproducts suchasdairy,
processedmeats, precookeddishes
and frozen foods

● Clean-techandenergy
conservation technologies

● Pharmaceuticals andhealth
services

● Advancedmanufacturing
technology

● Consumerproductsandservi-
ces relating to lifestyle

● Real estate investments, and
related lifestyle and luxury related
products andservices

● Technology
The starting point for New

Zealand-based companies is to en-
sure their businesses are invest-
ment-ready by engaging in vendor
due diligence and generally getting
their house in order.

The process should be robust and
cover theupsideanddownside risks.
No stone should be left unturned; the
disclosure process should be warts-
and-all.

Those seeking investment might
also want to engage with groups
such as EY China Overseas Invest-
ment Network (COIN) which has a

list of Chinese investors looking for
target industries.

After the investment process is
complete, it is critical to establish an
integration framework so the cul-
tural andexpectationdifferences are
proactively managed. These issues
are likely to include how you con-
tinue to incentivise and empower
your staff under the new environ-
ment; how you deliver sustainable
growth, how you create the right
management structure and secure
the top talent, what level of engage-
ment you need with your new in-
vestors and how approvals and
ongoing communications are
managed.

It is important to use local profes-
sional advisors with the right cross
border experience and an intimate
understanding of both markets.

The big unknowns include differ-
ent taxation and regulatory regimes,
and cultural barriers.

There are likely to be huge differ-
ences in expectations and time hori-
zons — for example, our fast and
furious expectations around growth
and investment will need to alter
dramatically if we are to attract
Chinese investment.

For those seeking to do business
in China, the market-oriented ref-
ormsof thepast decadehavedrama-
tically changed the business land-
scape. As the EY report puts it, China
is “rife with opportunity”. As always,
the challenge lies in identifying
them.

● JoDoolan is the chair andFlorence
Wong thedirectorof EYChina/New
ZealandNetwork if youwould like a
copyof anyof theChina reports then
email uson
joanna.doolan@nz.ey.com
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Cementing Christchurch’s ties with the sister city
Lianne Dalziel

Wewere inChina for thecelebration
of the30th anniversaryofChrist-
churchbecominga sister city toGansu
Province,whereof courseRewiAlley
spentmuchofhis life.

But nowNewZealand’s relationship
withSouthernChina and inparticular
Christchurch’s tieswill stepupa level.
We’ve signedaco-operationagree-
mentwith Shenzhen –adeal that has
progressedveryquickly fromameet-
ingwith theMayorof Shenzhenonly
fourmonthsago.

Shenzhen is a very front-footed, for-
ward-facingand future-facingcity.
Theyareverymuch focusedon
companies that are in their growth
stages, andnoware reachingout to
the rest of theworld.Our interests are
aligned ina significantway, largely
shared interestsof the regionaround
ICT, research, scienceand technology
–all ofwhich resonateswithhowwe
envision the futureofChristchurch.

Butwe’vegot to learn to trust each
otherbeforewecandobusiness
together. InNewZealand, youmeet
somebody, doadeal and shakehands.
Done. It doesn’twork thatway inChina,
youneed to spend timecreatingand
workingon relationships. Now thatwe
havea formal entrypointwithShenz-
hen,we’ve createdanopportunity to
allow the relationship to flourish.

TomHooper,Headof theCanter-
buryDevelopmentCorporationwill
help take that next step –he’s returning
toChina in thenext fewweeksand
hasalready set about establishinga
confirmationarounda significant visit
toChristchurch fromamajorChinese
company.
● LianneDalziel is theMayorof
Christchurch

Is Chinese FDI a good thing?
New Zealand should work to keep itself attractive to Chinese investment, writesDavid Gilbert

Why dowe not care
about Chinese

investment in the
new hotel to be
constructed in

Auckland’s
Wynyard Quarter,
but we care about

farms in lower-
populated parts of

the country and the
purchase of homes
in our largest city?

David Gilbert

S ince 2010, theamount of Chin-
ese investment in the New
Zealand commercial real es-
tatemarket has been growing.

This trend has been matched by
similar trading partner growth both
in the Chinese and emerging Asian
markets from 2009 onwards. With
the rise of China as New Zealand’s
major trading partner, and smaller
increases from our traditional foreign
direct investment (FDI) regions (in-
cluding Australia, US and the Euro-
peanUnion) our relationshipwith the
Asian superpower is indeed in expan-
sion mode.

The increased investment from
China into New Zealand is an exceed-
ingly positive thing, and when
combined with the matching growth
in China as ourmajor trading partner,
it highlights the deepening, mutually
beneficial, trade relationshipbetween
the two countries. This is a positive
indication that our nowmajor trading
partner sees the New Zealand com-
mercial property sector as inter-
nationally competitive.

What is it about the New Zealand
commercial property sector that
appeals to Chinese investors?

My initial observation is that what
motivates a high proportion of Chin-
ese investors is the desire to diversify
their portfolio and have an alterna-
tiveproperty asset baseoutsidemain-
land China. However, that in itself is
not sufficient to turn initial investor
interest into positive investment ac-
tion in New Zealand.

There are many options around
the world that would provide these
same benefits to the average Chinese
investor. The good news is that our
property sector is standing up to
international comparison. New Zea-
land has a less complex tax regime
thanAustralia, no stamp duty regime,
an ease of doing business which
ranks very highly, very low levels of

corruption, and a stable system of
government with high transparency
in the governmental and judiciary
processes. The fundamentals in
attracting investors into our commer-
cial property market have been and
continue to be positive.

So how easy is it to invest in New
Zealand if you are from China?

The operation of the Overseas
Investment Act (OIA) has a large role
to play in an offshore investor’s de-
cision to invest into New Zealand.

Large commercial property assets
can be caught under the OIA but are
not the focus of the legislation. My
observation is that New Zealanders
and the media are generally not
worried about the foreign direct in-
vestment in commercial property
assets (particularly in Auckland).

So why do we not care about
Chinese investment in the new hotel
to be constructed in the Wynyard
Quarter, but we do care about farms
in lower-populated parts of the
country and the purchase of homes
in our largest city?

It is undeniable there is something
emotive about foreign purchases of
large tracts of land, and some people
tend to blame rising house prices on
offshore buyers.

With respect to farmland I feel we
have a robust regulatory framework
governed by the Overseas Invest-
ment Act (OIA) which is rigorously
applied by the Overseas Investment
Office (OIO).

We have seen some changes in the
last few years over how the OIA is
interpreted and the test is now even
more robust than previously.

In 2012 the High Court considered
that the appropriate counter-factual
in that 2012 Crafar Farms decision in
that case and indeed the test to be
applied in all future cases was “what
would likely happen under the
ownership of an alternative NZ pur-

chaserwhowould operate and invest
in farms in a manner that could be
expected of a reasonably competent
dairy farmer”.

Put simply – the court held that a
‘with and without’ counter-factual
analysis is required. It is a matter of
asking whether the benefit is likely
to happen if there was no overseas
investment.

The OIA also provides that if there
is a proposed purchase of non-urban
land that exceeds 5 hectares (which
includes farmland), the applicant
must show, and the relevant Minis-
ters must determine, that a benefit
will be, or is likely to be, substantial
and identifiable.

As someone who deals with OIA
process on a daily basis I can assure
you it is a robust system.

This is in contrast to the obligation
for all other forms of sensitive land
(land that includes foreshore, land
that is of heritage value or land that
has significant conservation values
for example) which must show that
the overseas investment will/or is
likely to benefit New Zealand. So in
essence it is easier to buy land ad-
joining our foreshore or lakes or of
heritage value than it is to buy a farm.

So what about foreign investment
in our housing market?

This is a topic that comes with
significant public andmedia concern.
The views of commentators in this
areavarywidely fromcomments that
it is less than 10per cent of the current
housing market, to statements that it
appears that the current market is
heavily weighted by non-resident
foreign buyers.

The truth is thatwe just don’t know
for sure. Unfortunately New Zealand
does not gather information on
foreign non-resident acquirers of resi-
dential property (unlike Australia) so
there is no empirical evidence to
support either view.

Our OIA focuses on the concept of
sensitive land which in almost all
circumstances excludes an average
family home or apartment.

Contrast that to the position in
Australia where foreign non-
residents are required to seek
approval to purchase a residential
property, with approval only given
for new-build properties.

Foreign non-residents are not per-
mitted to purchase any interest in an
established or second-hand residen-
tial property.

In addition to that current position,
the Australian government has
proposed to increase the application
fees for residential property from the
current no application fee to $5000
for a property under A$1 million and
$10,000 for each extra A$1 million in
the purchase price, and to create a
new register so the Australians will
know how many foreign residential
and agricultural property owners
there are in Australia.

It would be advantageous for NZ
to begin to find solutions by creating
a register of non-resident foreign in-
vestors into the residential housing
market.

We would then have that empiri-
cal data to confirmor end speculation
that foreign FDI is having a material
adverse impact on residential hous-
ing prices in New Zealand.

It is my opinion that New Zealand
needs to continue to be an attractive
place for Chinese investment.

We seem to have the appropriate
measures in place with regards to
investment in large tracts of land,
however it would be advantageous
for any policy setting and debate on
foreign direct investment in residen-
tial real estate to be able to draw on
empirical data much as our Austra-
lian neighbours are doing.
● DavidGilbert is aReal EstatePartner
for law firmMinterEllisonRuddWatts
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Walking the line
As our ties with China grow but old alliances remain, the issue of trust will come to the fore, saysDavid Mahon

● David Mahon is managing director of Mahon China Investment Management.

T he threat by an unknown
extortionist to contaminate
Fonterra products with the
poison 1080, unless the Gov-

ernment discontinued its use, had the
potential to cripple New Zealand’s im-
age as a source of safe food. The calm
and discretion with which Fonterra
and the Government handled this at-
tempt at economic terrorism resulted
in relatively little damage.

Chinese consumer reaction was
slight and the subject failed to gain
momentum in the press or social me-
dia. Fonterra and the government
learnt from the mishandled communi-
cations around the DCD and C.
botulinum false alarms of the last few
years.

Astoundingly, hundreds of people
in the Government, police and
Fonterra investigated the threat for
four months without leaks to the me-
dia. Despite the problems New Zealand
has faced adjusting to the impact of
China’s influence on its economy over
the past three years, the corporate and
public sector are showing greater
awareness and surefootedness.

The Chinese economy will grow
steadily but likely lose some momen-
tum this year, perhaps even falling
slightly short of the Chinese-
Government-forecasted GDP growth
rate of 7 per cent. Influenced by the
strengthening US dollar, the Renminbi
will probably ease slightly — between
2-3 per cent — against the dollar. This
will assist exporters, but the Chinese
Government remains committed to
regulating its domestic economymore
effectively and relying less on exports
and unstable economic booms to de-
liver growth.

The Chinese Government’s
attempts to balance the overheated
housing sectorwill continue, but itmay
prove difficult to limit price drops as
much as anticipated.

As investors wait to see how much

further the market will fall, market
sentiment has become a more power-
ful force than the Government’s
selected easing of credit policies. Pre-
dictions of sectorial collapse continue
to prove unfounded, for most Chinese
have bought houses with 30-50 per
cent deposits until recently, and have
the means to meet mortgage
obligations.

The recent drop of deposit require-
ments to 20-40 per cent is unlikely to
spurmanyChinese buyers to purchase
homes they cannot afford.

The damage wrought in China has
been less severe thanwhatwouldhave
occurred in a sharp downturn in New
Zealand and most other developed

economies, where residential pur-
chases are more highly leveraged.

Chinese households’ urban saving
rates also average 40-50per cent, some
of the highest in the world.

Under present circumstances New
Zealand exporters can rely on the
Chinese economy to retain relatively
high and steady growth, but as the
slump in dairy prices has demon-
strated, New Zealand does need to
diversify its exports to China.

New Zealand is working hard to
expand its export markets with free
trade agreements, such as Anztec with
Taiwan and the New Zealand-South
Korea FTA. Few countries can or
would want to stand outside China’s

growing economic influence, but India,
by virtue of its scale andmore impene-
trable economy, is the exception.

A free trade agreement with India
would be good for New Zealand but
harder to negotiate and even harder
to benefit from, comparedwith China’s
relatively more open and stable mar-
ket.

New Zealand’s strongest trade re-
lationships are increasingly in Asia but
its deepest political allegiances still lie
with the US, Australia and Britain. New
Zealand is respected in China for the
integrity of its food and beverage in-
dustry (where products such as Ma-
nuka honey and brands such as Zespri
sell at a high premium), its quality
engineering, and the creativity and
sophistication of its film industry.

Air New Zealand has evenmanaged
to develop a recognised service brand
among upper-middle-class Chinese
travellers. Recent disclosures of how
closeNewZealand has remained to the
United States and Britain in sharing
political intelligence, however, raises a
sensitive issue in the future: trust.

NewZealand has been perceived by
its Asian trading partners, particularly
China, as a relatively non-aligned
nation — the country that did not join
the invasion, declared illegal by the
United Nations, of Iraq. New Zealand’s
antinuclear stance has been for many
New Zealanders a metaphor for the
country’s nonalignment, and US
warships are still not allowed to visit
New Zealand ports. It is not about
choosing between China and tra-
ditional allies, but New Zealand must
walk a fine line between its economic
interests and its loyalty to those

countries with which it shares values
of transparency, democracy, and gov-
ernmental accountability.

China respects loyalty to old friends
and is not surprised New Zealand
shares intelligence with its traditional
allies, but it is suspicious of those who
try to contain it.

American aims to contain China
have altered little since Nixon
brokered an awkward partnership
with Mao based on economic engage-
ment andpolitical containment in 1972.
New Zealand cannot be a partner to
this outdated, quixotic strategy.

China has trusted New Zealand
above most other rich, developed
countries because of its independent
foreign policy.

Despite recent revelations of our
role in intelligence sharing, successive
Governments have made choices that
demonstrate New Zealand makes its
owndecisions regardingChina despite,
at times, incurring the ire of its tra-
ditional allies.

On the eve of Britain’s return of
Hong Kong to the Mainland in 1997,
resisting intense pressure from Britain
and the United States, New Zealand
was the first OECD country to recog-
nise the legality of the new Hong Kong
Government. New Zealand faced simi-
lar opposition by recognising China as
a free market economy in 2004.

As the US sided firmly with Japan
over theDiaoyu Islandsdispute in 2013,
New Zealand took the position that it
was not the business of other countries
to take sides inwhat is a complex issue,
and that any conflict needed to be
resolved through arbitration.

New Zealandwill not gain by simply
siding with China in the region out of
crude economic interest, and New Zea-
land’s future choices will be
increasingly complex. But China
should be given reason to continue to
trust the independence of New Zea-
land’s foreign policy.

China Business: ■ NZ’s perceived independence attractive to China ■ Chinese housing market to fall further
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China Business: ■ Chinese language an education priority ■ Language the key to advantage

Teaching out of kilter with trade
Chinesemake up a large and growing percentage of New Zealand’s population, so we need to lift our game

A Mandarin language class at
Westlake Boys High School.

We can’t just keep relying on
others to do our translating for

us, or for them to speak
English. Language is a key to

understanding business
culture.

Pat English

Graham Skellern

C hinese language learning in
New Zealand secondary
schools is way out of step
with the country’s growing

trade and cultural relationships with
China — the world’s biggest economy.

A New Zealand China Council re-
port has revealed that, for every $1
million of New Zealand’s exports to
China, just two students are learning
Chinese — compared with 63 for
French, 31 for Spanish, 17 for German
and 10 for Japanese.

Based on statistics produced by
New Zealand Institute of Economic
Research (NZIER), 4218 secondary
school students studied Chinese last
year compared with more than
20,000 who studied French.

These Chinese language students
were spread among 82 secondary
schools, whereas Spanish was taught
at 160 schools and French at 215
schools.

“China is our most important
trading partner, our largest source of
(international) students and second
biggest source of tourists,” says NZ
China Council executive director, Pat
English.

“There is an economic need to
havemoreKiwis communicating and
understanding China in a cultural
context. Chinese nowmakeupa large
and growing percentage of New Zea-
land’s population, so we need to lift
our game.

“We understand the importance of
increasing our pool of Chinese
speakers. Research from the Asia
New Zealand Foundation shows a
clear preference for school children
to learnChinese comparedwithother
non-English languages, but enrol-
ment figures show our language ac-
quisition levels are clearly out of
synch with these expectations.”

The foundation’s survey found
that 83 per cent of New Zealanders
were in favour of learning a second
language in school, and a majority 49
per cent of respondents said children
in schools should learn Chinese.

Mr English says German, Spanish,
Japanese and Maori enrolments are
consistent with the relative weight
placed by the survey respondents.
But French is taught more frequently
than surveyed importance (by
10,000 compared with other lan-
guages v current enrolment of
20,478) and Chinese is significantly
under-taught (by 25,000 v current
enrolment of 4218). “The relative
mismatches are stark when we con-
sider Spanish to Chinese language
teaching. Attitudes are 2.7 times in
favour of Chinese (49 per cent to 18
per cent) but secondary school
enrolments are 2.7 times in favour of
Spanish (11,573 enrolments v 4218
Chinese).

“Let’s look at languages where
there is a demand in relation to future
employment, our economic future
and cultural diversity,” Mr English
says.

The report, titled A Crisis of Com-
placency, says “for the first time in
our history, we are dependent on a
non-English speaking country for our
long term economic wellbeing —
China is nowour largestmerchandise
trading partner.”

New Zealand’s exports to China
have increased from $0.5 billion in
1994 to more than $10 billion in 2014
— matched by a similar amount of
imports. There were nearly 200,000
Chinese visitors/tourists to New Zea-
land in 2014, second only to Australia,
and China is New Zealand’s biggest
source of international students.

A total of 24,268 international fee-
paying students from China studied
here in Trimester 2 of 2014, making
up 28.4 per cent of all enrolments.

Many Chinese speak English and
between 300,000 and 400,000 have

graduated from New Zealand educa-
tion institutions. But Mr English says
“if you are in China doing business,
there are still only a very small per-
centage speaking English relative to
the size of the population.

“In senior management of com-
panies and organisations in China, far
fewer speak English. So if you want
to communicate directly with the
decisionmaker, isn’t it better to speak
their language and understand their
culture?” asks Mr English.

“We can’t just keep relying on
others to do our translating for us, or
for them to speak English. Language
is a key to understanding business
culture, so we can make far greater
gains and improve our economic
position if we truly understand who
it is we are dealing with and how
better to manage the relationship.”
The increase in New Zealand
students learning Chinese is being
driven largely at the primary and
intermediate level. Primary school
enrolments increased from 18,754 in

2013 to 24,143 in 2014 — a jump of 26
per cent.

The Confucius Institute, with
branches in Auckland, Wellington
and Christchurch, has an active pro-
gramme of placing native speaking
Mandarin language assistants (MLAs)
from China in New Zealand schools.

Last year there were more than
100 MLAs teaching at 250 schools
across the country — 44 in Auckland,
38 in Wellington and 25 in Christ-
church.

The report reveals: If the current
rate of primary school students carry
on and study Chinese at secondary
school, then thedemandwill increase
to 24,000 by 2021. The number of
secondary schools presently offering
Chinese language is lowandwill need
to increase significantly to cope with
this demand.

Mr English says schools have
limited resources and if there are
language studies already in place,
such as French, Spanish and Japan-
ese, then it’s harder for other lan-

guages to gain entry. “As the figures
show, we are not linking our invest-
ments in language to our cultural and
economic needs. These factors
should be taken into consideration in
a review of language studies in New
Zealand. A component of the review
should be needs based,” he says.

“New Zealand must increase the
number of students learning Chinese
at thepost-primary level. Ifwe remain
complacent, we risk the opportunity
to build on our successful bilateral
trade, tourism and educational
linkages.

“We also risk the opportunity to
equip future generations of New Zea-
landers and make the most of our
economic relationship with China,”
Mr English says.

Martin East, president of the New
Zealand Association of Language
Teachers, says it’s important for New
Zealanders to embrace a second lan-
guage. “We are seeing an increasing
interest from schools in taking up
Chinese. It’s still at an early stage but
we are seeing steps in the right direc-
tion. China is strategically important
and Chinese is a logical choice.”

He says there is a growing number
of intermediate schools teaching
Chinese but the take-up is still low at
the secondary school level. Often it
comes down to resourcing. There is
a perception that Chinese is difficult
to learn and schools will have to
increase their staff numbers to teach
Chinese effectively.

Mr East says the Government was
aware of the situation and has estab-
lished the Asian Language Learning
in Schools (ALLiS) programme, which
has a $10 million contestable fund to
support teaching of Mandarin Chin-
ese, Japanese andKorean in state and
state-integrated schools.

The aim is to strengthen the lan-
guage learning pathway from prim-
ary through to secondary schools.
The fund encourages greater col-
laboration amongs schools in part-
nership with external Asian language
and cultural organisations.

The first round of funding was
conducted at the end of last year, and
the second round opens in August.
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China Business: ■ NZ growing on China’s radar ■ Three of China’s four state banks now active in NZ

Good news: China invests here
As China turns its gaze our way,
our connectednessmay be
growing, saysMartin Thomson

I nvestment by China in New
Zealand has increased, there’s
more to come, and every reason
it should grow yet.

Start with the finalists under the
DLAPiperAward for Investmentwith
China, at this year’s HSBC NZ China
Trade Association Business Awards,
which feature a significant group of
Chinese investors. They have created
jobs for New Zealanders, introduced
capital into our economy, and are
producing the highest calibre of pro-
duct. They include Milk New Zealand
Holdings (Shanghai Pengxin), Yashili
NewZealandDairy, Fisher andPaykel
Appliances (Haier), and Oceania
Dairy Limited (Yili).

All reflect increased investment by
China in New Zealand, following
exponential growth in trade. Exports
to China rose from$4.5 billion in 2009
to $11.8 billion in 2014. Visitors from
China to New Zealand rose from
228,000 in 2013 to 264,000 in 2014.
Those visitors spent more: $1.2 billion
in 2013 compared with $1.6 billion in
2014.

Encouraged by President Xi Jin-
ping’s visit to New Zealand in Novem-
ber 2014, China’s curiosity about us
has increased. While the President
showcased attractive images of New
Zealand back to a Chinese audience,
he also found in New Zealand a
willing trader and seller. Clearly vis-
ible to the presidentwas the consider-
able room for more, quality foreign
direct investment in New Zealand.

ANew Zealand Sectors Report 2014,
published by MBIE, said “New Zea-
land is less connected with the global
economy than other similarly devel-
oped countries.” It cited inward direct
investment per capita of US$18,533
comparedwith an OECD small nation
average of US$40,509 and Australia

of US$26,638. Most of that foreign
investment came from Australia (63
per cent). China featured 6th on the
list with only 0.4 per cent of foreign
direct investment into New Zealand.

As China turns its gaze our way,
that connectedness may be growing.

Chinese tourism into New Zealand
has flourished, and the sector is
poised for further investment. Tour-
ism NZ says China is our second
largest tourism market. Conse-
quently, a number of four or five star
hotels are in development: Shanghai-
based New Development Group’s
NDG centre in Auckland’s CBD; Fu
Wah’s Hotel in Auckland’s Wynyard
Quarter. Jiang Zhaobai of Shanghai
Pengxin Group bought the Hilton
Hotel in Queenstown last year.

Three of China’s four state-owned
banks are now registered in New
Zealand.. That alone signals invest-
ment will grow.

The education sector is benefiting.
China is the single largest source of
international students, with ENZ
reportingNewZealandhadmade “the
top five preferred overseas study
destinations for China’s wealthy”.

As far as investment in New Zea-
land farming land goes, there has
been growth.

But controversy has been fuelled
without full justification. As Colin
Taylor reported in the Herald’s 2014
Agribusiness Report, well down the

list of investment in farms was China.
It’s relatively difficult for offshore

investors tobuyproductive farm land
here. New Zealand’s Overseas Invest-
ment Act has in-built protections and
restrictions.

China’s investment in agricultural
land reveals a strategy for vertical
integration in investment in the dairy
sector — farms as well as manufac-
turing plants. This brings usmore jobs
in manufacturing. It also contributes
toproducts produced inNewZealand
being tailor-made for the Chinese
market.

With regards to Chinese invest-
ment in residential property: there is
a growing Chinese population in
Auckland, now with 171,000 Chinese
in our city. Let’s not forget that mi-
gration has resulted in economic
growth in the city.

Investment has not all been one
way. Fonterra’s investment in Chin-
ese dairy enterprises is increasing.
New Zealand’s presence in China is
also growing.

All in all, then, this information
reveals a constructive picture of
China in NewZealand: plenty of room
for more investment, and a positive
outcome for New Zealand’s relation-
ship with China.

Where’s the bad news in that?
● MartinThomson is apartner atDLA
PiperNewZealandandchairmanof the
NZChinaTradeAssociation

HSBC China Business Awards
ThenumberofChinese tourists
visitingWhaleWatchKaikourahas
soaredbymore than200per cent in
fouryears, and theoperation is
forecastingnumbers todoubleagain
within thenext fiveyears.

GeneralManagerKauahiNgapora
sayswhileoverall tourist numbers
fromChinaare surging, attractinghigh
quality independent touristshas taken
ahugeamountofplanningand
investment. “In 2010weput a fiveyear
plan inplacewhich involved spending
time inChina tobuild relationships,
employingChinese speakingstaff, and
engagingwithChinesesocialmedia.

“Theplanworkedsowellwe
exceededour targetearly and
independent travellers arenowour
greatest driverofgrowth.”

WhaleWatchKaikourahasbeen
namedasa finalist in the2015HSBC
NZChinaBusinessAwards for its
success in leveraging theChinese
tourismmarket.

DavidWishart fromtheHSBC
NZCTAChinaBusinessAwards says
WhaleWatchKaikoura is a standout
example forother tourism
organisationskeen to tap into the
Chinese tourismmarket.

The2105winnerswill be

announcedat aGrandGalaDinneron
Thursday, 7May.

The finalists are
● MainfreightAward for excellence

inExport or Import: SynlaitMilk, New
ZealandFocus andGlacier Investments.

● Auckland InternationalAirport
Award for Excellence inTourism:Ngai
TahuTourism ,WhaleWatchKaikoura
andYouthHostelsAssociationofNew
Zealand.

● DLAPiperAward for Inwardor
Outward InvestmentwithChina: Fisher
&PaykelAppliances,MilkNewZealand
Holdings,OceaniaDairyandYashili New
Zealand.

● HSBCAward for SupplyChain
Innovation: ComvitaNZ,MilkNew
Zealand, andSynlaitMilk.

● CathayPacificAward for
OutstandingContribution:ChineseNew
Settlers ServicesTrust,NaturalHistory
NZandWaikato Instituteof Technology
(Wintec).

● HKNZBAAward forHongKong
Business: ComvitaNZandNewZealand
Focus

Tickets are selling fast. Discounts
are available for table bookings.
Book now at: http://www.nzctabusi
nessawards.co.nz/register/



Leading commercial real estate agent,
James Lee,has joined CBRE New Zealand
leading the China Business Group.

With strong knowledge and skills and a wealth of
experience, James can build advantage for your business
in China and New Zealand.

James Lee
Director

China Business Group

T +64 9 359 5353

M +64 21 344 517

E james.lee@cbre.co.nz

From New ZealaNd to South eaSt aSia
one Company, one team, one vision

www.cbre.co.nz
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China Business: ■ Knowing Chinese culture key to NZ success ■ Advantages in being RMB centre

Taking it to the next level
Is New Zealandmaking themost of its favoured relationship with China, asksAlex Malley

Businesses all over
theworld see New
Zealand as a place
that not only has
business-friendly

policies but comes
with a stamp of

approval fromChina.

Alex MalleyA s China becomes the
world’s largest, and argu-
ably most important re-
gional economy, there are

opportunities that exist now formany
New Zealand businesses. Yes, there
are challenges but also some real and
substantial opportunities, and they’re
on offer for all sectors, not just agri-
culture.

As a straight-talking Australian, it
is easy to acknowledgehowwell New
Zealand is performing both on the
sporting field and economically and
how positive New Zealand’s future
outlook is.

A key component of that econom-
ic success is the overall good relation-
ship the country has with China, as
evidenced by New Zealand being the
first developed country to enter into
a Free Trade Agreement with this
economic powerhouse. Though the
FTAhasobviouslyhaddirect benefits
for many exporters, particularly in
the agricultural sector, it can also be
viewed as an official endorsement of
New Zealand by China. It is this fact
which puts New Zealand in a very
strong position globally.

This bodes well for New Zealand’s
long-termprosperity as businesses all
over the world see New Zealand as
a place that not only has business-
friendly policies but also comes with
a stamp of approval from China.

Obviously New Zealand is not the
only country or market to have such
a positive relationship with China.
Many that come to mind are China’s
geographic neighbours who are also
closely alignedonapolitical, econom-
ic and social level.

As such it is important that New
Zealand continues to take steps to
address the perpetual challenge of
improving the productivity and inter-
national competitiveness of business,
while at the same time continuing to
deepen the relationship with China.

One way to enhance the relation-
ship is for the Government to seek
approval from China to become an
offshore centre for the China’s cur-
rency, the renminbi (RMB).

Currently, there are 10 jurisdic-
tions outside Mainland China that
havebeen givenapproval to establish
offshore RMB centres including Hong
Kong, Singapore, London and Syd-
ney.

The advantages that would flow
from New Zealand becoming an off-
shore RMB centre are many, includ-
ing the ability to better facilitate trade,
allowing businesses to transact with
their Chinese customers and
suppliers in RMB rather than in US

dollars, for example. More import-
antly, it would reinforce the close
relationship between New Zealand
and China, which by itself can boost
greater trade and investment.

Treaties with China are not
enough. More businesses must de-
velop the capability to leverage the
opportunities that these agreements
create. Fundamental to that is raising
the knowledge and understanding of
Asia, moreover of China itself. This is
at the political and cultural level, as
much as it is at the business level.

Weneed to remember, a childborn
today may well spend their whole
working life with China as the world’s
largest economic power.

Efforts to improve Asian literacy
are absolutely the right course of
action. It’s about better integrating
with the region and giving our chil-
dren the best chance to secure the
high paying jobs of the future.

It is no wonder Kiwis are excelling
well beyond the confines of size and
geography. With the economic epi-
centre clearly shifting to our part of
the world, and with advances in
technology, geography is no longer
an issue. New Zealanders are able to
continuing drawing on their well-
recognised spirit of
entrepreneurialism and sense of ad-
venture and seek out and grasp the
opportunities that China can offer.

Finally, in the spirit of Trans-
Tasman competition, I am happy to
report that the Wallabies are looking
very good this year!

● AlexMalley is chief executiveof
CPAAustralia
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Focus on quality bears fruit
Social media helps
get the Zespri
message across,
writes Bill Bennett

Kiwifruit can be as
broad and diverse

as apples. They can
come in every
shape, size and

colour.
Carol Ward

The social
media campaign
culminated in a
Zespri juicy
water fight in a
Shanghai park.

Q uality helped Zespri sell
$150 million worth of kiwi-
fruit to China last year. The
company’s general mana-

ger of marketing Carol Ward says
owning the quality label is important
in every market Zespri operates in,
but it resonates especially well with
Chinese consumers.

She says: “Quality boils down to
taste and the look of the fruit in
supermarkets. Our kiwifruit has a
high quality external appearance, it
looks great on the inside and it tastes
great. We emphasis quality in every-
thing we do in China. If we use an
image in our marketing, it’s always a
very high quality photograph.”

Pitching at the top end of China’s
fruit market has its rewards. Ward
says a Zespri kiwifruit sells for about
10 times the price of locally produced
fruit. Differentiation and branding is
important, because China is the home
of kiwifruit. Varieties growwild in the
country, thoughWard says theydon’t
taste good.

China grows and sells a huge
amount of kiwifruit. Most of its pro-
duction is consumed locally and
tends to sell out during the season.
New Zealand’s southern hemisphere
seasons work in Zespri’s favour be-
cause it means the company can
supply during China’s off season.

China is Zespri’s second largest
market after Japan. It accounts for
about 15 per cent of global sales.Ward
says the goal is to increase sales from
$150million to $200million this year.
That’s a big jump, but the growth
potential is to increase sales in China
by 20 per cent year-on-year for each
of the next five years.

Ward says much of that growth
will come from the SunGold variety:
“Weexpect to double the sales of gold
kiwifruit in China this year. The
SunGold is especially appealing to
Chinese consumers and has proved
critical for the growth of the industry
which has now recovered from PSA”.

Launched in 1997, Zespri has
grown to become one of the top five
fruit brands worldwide. In China it is
the third largest brand. Yet despite
this, there are parts of the country
where it is still relatively unknown.
That’s a function of the country’s size.

Zespri’s biggest challenge is China’s
geographic vastness. Ward says
China is such a large market that
Zespri had to focus its marketing
effort. At first this meant selling only
in the top tier of cities. Now, the
company is moving into the next tier,

but is taking the expansion city-by-
city. At present Zespri operates in 15
key markets where it can get a high
level of marketing support.

“The cost of television advertising
is prohibitive. We don’t have the
budget for that. We go for in store
tasting—we spent $20million on that
last year. We use a lot of billboards
andwraps on public transport. We do
cost-effective marketing online”.

Zespri ran a high profile social
media campaign to launch the
SunGold variety in China using Sina
Weibo, which is similar to both
Facebook and Twitter.

That campaign drew 25 million
social media hits and culminated in
a Zespri juicy water fight in a Shang-
hai park. The social media campaign
is matched to online shopping sites
— urban Chinese consumers habitu-
ally buy food from the internet and
online food shopping is associated
with quality.

Ward says though quality is
Zespri's main marketing message, the
social media campaign was more
linked to the health and vitality asp-

ects of kiwifruit. It also had a family
focus.

Zespri wanted to position SunGold
as a good fruit choice for children. She
says the company’s health message
goes down well in China: “A green
kiwifruit has as much fibre as a bowl
of bran, while the gold variety has
more vitamin C than any other fruit.”

Kiwifruit is New Zealand’s leading
horticultural export and set for sig-
nificant growth. Some of that growth
will be met by increased yields.

“We have a huge research and
development programme focused on
kiwifruit farm productivity,” says
Ward. “Newer varieties tend to be
higher yielding, so orchards canboost
the fruit produced per square metre.

“At the same time we’re working
to increase the amount of land under
cultivation. There might be 12,000 to
14,000 hectares of kiwifruit orchards
today, but the potential is by no
means exhausted. We’re looking at
extending outside traditional kiwi-
fruit growing areas. It helps that our
growers are getting good returns for
fruit and the industry is economically
and environmentally sustainable.”

Zespri is alsodevelopingakiwifruit
breeding programme. Ward says the
company expects to see new vari-
eties emerge from working with
China. Although most consumers are
familiar with only one or two vari-
eties, she says there are potentially
hundreds. “Kiwifruit can be as broad
anddiverse as apples. They can come
in every shape, size and colour.

“The main reason they don’t at the
moment is because the varieties don’t
always taste great, so our working is
focused on looking for ones with
great flavour.”

China Business: ■ NZ horticultural exports reach $4b ■ 30 per cent of horticultural exports go to Asia



We built the world’s first 4G network, we’re the world’s

largest producer of telecommunications equipment,

we make some of the world’s most advanced smartphones

andwe’re already the world’s 3rd largest smartphone brand1.

Big is good, but smarter is even better.

That’s why research and development roles make up

almost half the 170,000 positions in our company.

We spend more on R&D than Apple, Oracle or IBM,

and last year we filed more new patents than

Apple and Samsung combined2.

We’re a global company but we share a

common vision. In fact the company is 100%

owned by the people who work for us.

We’re New Zealand’s most innovative

smartphone brand.

We’re Huawei New Zealand.

We connect a third of the world.
You may not have heard of us.

1. IDC: Huawei Consumer BG ranked third in global smartphone shipments in 2014 with 73.6 million smartphone units, representing year-on-year growth of 50.4% and a market share of 5.7%. 2.WIPO (World Intellectual Property Office) Top PCT Applicants 2014.

consumer.huawei.com/nz
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